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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Rober~ A. Heinle~n is America's foremost wri~er of 
specu la~ive fic~ion. In his essay on the life work of 
He i nlein, "Rah, Rah, R. A. H.!", Robinson writes: 
I don't believe there can be more than a handful 
of science fiction stories published in the last 
forty years that do not show his influence one way 
or another. . . . And perhaps as important, he 
broke sf out of the pulps, opened up "respectable" 
and lucrative markets, broached the wall of the 
ghetto. . . . 
You can't copyright ideas: you can only 
copyright specific arrangemen~s of words. If you 
could copyright ideas, every living sf writer 
would be paying a substantial royalty to Rober~ 
Heinlein. (95-96) 
Heinlein has received four Hugos (voted by r~ ers for ~he 
bes~ sf ~ovel of the year ) : he received ~he f ~rst 
GrandMas~er Nebula for Life~ime Con~ribu~ion ~o Science 
Fic~ion (voted by fellow wri~ers). He is ~he only wri~er 
who appeared as ~he Guest of Honor at a world Science 
Fic~ion Convention three times. He is an Encyclopedia 
Britannica authority. Signet and Berkley together claim 
23.5 million books in print. Del Rey has a~ least a dozen 
ti~les available (Robinson 97). Obviously his litera~ure 
is respected in his own field. 
At least, it was until recent years. In 1961, Heinlein 
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shocked readers with the publicat~on of Stranger in a 
Strange Land . Scenes in this "cult" book were rapidly 
l abeled blasphemous, profane, and obscene. Robinson, in his 
review of Heinlein's latest book, Job: A Comedy of 
J ustice, writes: 
Copies of it will be burned. . . . The book is 
certain to be described in some quarters as 
blasphemous, profane, obscene, immoral, 
subversive, deQenerate, disQustinQ, scandalous, 
lndecent, outraQeous, heretlcal, perverse, 
perverted, and filthy. It is in fact, I am happy 
to report, all those thinQs. 
It is also sinfully Qood readinQ. ( 170) 
It is true that the novels published since 1961 include 
descriptions of unusual conduct. Heinlein seems to be 
attackinQ fundamental canons cherished by middle-class 
America. Yet his books continue to sell, and it is rumored 
that J ob fetched a mi llio~ dollar advance. ..at is Heinlein 
doing? 
Without a doubt his most recent books are his most 
i mportant. Stranger is a scathinQ social / reliQious / 
political satire. The Moon IA a Harsh Mistress is a 
mini-handbook on how and why to staQe a revolution. ~ is a 
highly detailed retellinQ of the biblical narrative 
i nterpreted in liQht of a radical new ideolo9Y. 
But Heinlein's ideolo9Y is not new. ThrouQhout his 
career, Heinlein has continued to comment on the same 
values. His issues include the purpose of the family 
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n i ~, ~he r o e of governmen~ and ~he va ue of patr io~ism, 
and ~he hazards of dependency. Mos~ i mportant, Heinlein's 
i dea l man is the l one genius: the thinker, the guardian. 
~he omni-competent man of act~on, the ph i losopher -king. 
Because of hi s extraordinary scenarios, "Moral. spiritual. 
po i t i ca and histor i cal lessons which he once would have 
spent at least a novelette developing are lately fired off 
at the approximate rate of a half dozen per conversation" 
( Rob~nson. "R. A. H!" :15 ) . As Robinson goes on to write, 
" I t has become increasingly evident that he is not the 'pure 
entertainment' song and dance man he has always claimed to 
be." Heinle~n certainly is not. Furthermore. the ideologies 
presented by Heinlein bear a striking resemblance to 
neo-c assicism and Neorlatonism. 
Christopher notes that the structure of Heinlein's 
mi_estone Time Enough for Love is "of NOrthrop Frye's 
anatomy c l ass, even more so than most science fiction ... 
~hat it cons~sts of dialogues ( in the Platonic sense) as 
we as romance. " (Letson 196). Time Enough For 
Love ~s structured thematically as is music; his chapters 
even ca l led "Prelude," "Counterpoint," "variations on a 
Theme," "Counterpoint," "IntermisSion," "Var~ations of a 
Theme," "Second Intermission," "Da Capo," "Coda I," and so 
on. Apparently, Heinlein is concerned about theme and 
structure; his is not the deteriorating mind some claim. 
Musicality, of course, is dear to Pythagoras and 
are 
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neo -P a~onis~s. 
:n this paper, major representaions of these 
neo-c assical and Neoplatonic themes wil l be explored. 
Heinlein's competen~ hero will be examined as he is 
developed in selected s~or ies. He i nl ein ' s conception of 
idea man will be ref lec~ed in his vision of the ideal 
government (The Moon Is a Harsh Mis~ress) and the idea 
l eader ( --The Number of the Beas~--). l Heinlein's 
p~eoccupation wlth intelligence and wisdom is exemplified in 
the character Lazarus Long, who appears in Time Enough 
For Love, Me~huselah's Children, and --The 
Number of the Bea.t--. The culminaton of these 
speculations is a morality wi~h roots in traditional 
philosophy, and close to the rational mysticism of Plato and 
P otinus . 
This s~udy is j ustified because of the dev . up ng 
lnfluence of speculative fiction on Amer i can socie y. The 
i dea. presented in this genre have a decided impact on 
America's youth in par~icular. Heinlein, in his Plotinian 
favored introduction to Tomorrow , the Stars, explains: 
"the author ' s purpose i s not to escape from reality but to 
explore serious y the complex and amazing manifold of 
possibi ities which lie revealed in the future of our 
race--to explore them in the light of what we do know now" 
( 8 ). Heinlein ' s stories, even with their bizarre contents, 
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exp lore the exc i ting and =apidly changing present and future 
~ n i ght of philosophic cr i teria. In hi s stories ne 
encourages the cul t i vat i on of acceptable values; he does not 
seem to advocate anarchy as so many claim. He is a 
spokesman of the past to the future. This study proposes to 
examine hi s works for their contributions to philosophy and 
to va l ue theory. focusing on Heinl ein's stress on the 
~ so lated man of strong i ntellect. and on the quest for 
ratlona l wisdom--the genera l program of Plotinus. 
Because of He i nl ein's numerous novels and short 
stor i es. a comprehensive study of Heinlein's work and the 
phi losophy of Plotinus i s impossible in so short a space. 
This brief study simply makes a contribution to the problem 
of Heinlein ' s philosophic intent. It ought not to be 
assumed t hat He i nl e in has no relation t o c l ass 1 i dea l ism. 
I f i t can be shown that Heinle~n presents a non-Chr i st i an 
mode of rational mysticism and a doctrine of salvat i on by 
human cerebral growth. then Plotinus becomes a very 
pl ausib l e analogue. and Heinlein tak.. a position in a l ong 
classi cal tradition. even if he also touches certain radica l 
traditions. 
The advice and assistance of William MCMahon. James 
He l dman. and Joe Survant i s gratefully acknowledged. David 
Ma j or contributed helpful suggestions about the mechanics of 
th i s thes i s. Spec i al thanks goes to P.C. Alex. without 
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whom ~his paper could not have been assembled so easily. 
Thanks also to my familY. And. of course. the suppor~ and 
encouragemen~ received from Michael is grea~ly appreciated. 
CHAPTER ONE : SCIENCE FICTION: ITS ROLE I N PHILOSOPHY 
"There are no o~her branches of li~erary fic~ion in 
which ser i ous ideas are regularly considered, " 
(Ash 77 ) 
Science fic~ion is a rela~ively new genre, Al~hough 
e emen~s which charac~erize ~he genre (like the fan~astic 
voyage and utopian themes) date from the earl i est 
_i~erature, i ~ was not until wor ld War II that science 
fiction developed i ts present sophistication. The genre 
meri~s study not only because of its increasing popularity, 
but also because of its own unique charac~eristics. 
Rober~ Heinlein is regularly considered to be the mos~ 
l nfluential science fiction writer. He has helped 
establish numerous basic tenets of t h . genre, such as ~he 
need for sc i entific accuracy ( A~hel~ g, More I ssues a~ 
Hand 23). In his article "Science Fictlon: Its Nature, 
Faults, and Virtues," Heinlein praises the genre: 
Science fiction joyously tackles ~he real and 
pressing problems of our race, wrestles with them, 
never ignores them--problerns which other forms of 
li terature cannot challenge. For this reason I 
assert that science fiction is the most realistic, 
the most serious, the most slgnifican~, the most 
sane and healthy and human fiction being published 
~oday. (Knight 26) 
Heinlein explains that it ~akes a great amoun~ of knowledge 
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~o crea~e good sc i ence f ic~ion, since wr i ~ers mus~ no~ only 
know curren~ sc i ence and scien~ific ~heory, bu~ mus~ 
also have li~erary ~raining (Knigh~ 19-20). Heinlein 
defines sc i ence f ic~ion : 
realis~ ic specula~ion abou~ po.sible fu~ure 
even~s, based solidly on adequ.te knowledge of the 
real world, pa.t and pre.en~, .nd on a thorough 
understanding of the n.~ure .nd signific.nce of 
the .cientific method. (Knigh~ 9) 
Furthermore, Heinlein adds, "to th.t exten~ ~o which 
science fiction influences ~ts re.ders tow.rd greater 
knowledge, more independ.nce of thought, and wider 
i ntellectu.l horizon., it .erve. it. prime function" (28). 
It is Reginald Bretnor, •• y. Heinlein, who be.t define. 
the genre. Bretnor s.ys ~hat .cience fiction show. an 
awareness not only of sc~ence and n.ture, - also of ~he 
"import.nce of th.t human activity known a. ~he scient~f ic 
method," the knowl.dge man h ••• lready l e.rned, .nd the 
"po.sible effects on hum.n being. of .cientific method .nd 
scientific f.ct" (Knight 4). Heinlein in.i.t. th.t 
science fiction .hould be judged by the .ame .t.nd.rds •• 
any other pi.ce of fiction. In f.ct, " •• 1 the u.u.l criteria 
of liter.tur •• pply to .ci.nc. fiction . . . only more 
.everely" (Knight 19). Heinl.in th.n •••• rt. that 
.cience fiction i. "entitled to be judged only by crit i c. 
well enough .duc.ted to be c.p.ble of j udging" (Knight 9). 
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The ques~ for know l edge i s a core i dea of sc i ence 
f ic~ ion. Clareson expl ains : 
. . . ~he basic s~ance of science fic~ion has 
been ~ha~ of ~he EnliQh~enmen~. . science 
fic~ion has accep~ed the concep~ ~ha~ reason is 
~he highes~ quality of mind and. as a resul~. bo~h 
man and soc i ety are perfec~able. . . . wi~h 
r eason supreme (and ~hus ~he universe itse l f of a 
unified ra~ ional na~ure ) . a ll know l edQe can be 
a~~a ined. (1 6 ) 
Thi s. o f course. could perfec~ly describe ' the program of 
Plo~inus. C. S. Lewi s ci~es Hein l ein ' s "By Hi s 
aoo~straps " as ~ha~ science fict i on which "may represen~ ~he 
in~e l lec~. a lmos~ comp l ete l y free from emotion. a~ p l ay" 
( 112) . Lewi s complains: 
How anyone can ~hink ~his form il leQi~ima~e or 
contemptib l e passes my understandinQ .... 
[ sc i ence f ic~ ion s~ories ) are ~ _ ~e tr i ed by the i r 
own r ules. I t i s abs urd ~o co.. illr: ~ hem. . . . 
Work o f ~his kind gives expre ssion ~o ~houQh~s 
and emo~ions WhlCh I ~hink i t good tha~ we should 
sometimes enter~ain. (1 08-109 ) 
Kraf ~ sUQgests tha~ science fic~ion is a product "of a 
specific aQe perhaps where science is no~ s i mpl y ' love of 
knowledQe' but rather a search to know" (22) . 
De l Rey gives another value of science f ic~ion: 
It ' s also one of the few places where many of the 
old. traditional values tend to be preserved. In 
science fiction ... i t's better to be competent 
than not. And respect for all intelliQent 
beinQs is held up as a virtue. ( 356 ) 
Science fic~ion i s no~ a ll gadge~s and hardware. Del Rey 
explains: 
C.P. Snow had developed ~he ~hesis ~ha~ ~here are 
~wo cultures. one of science and the o~her of the 
humani~ies. and ~hat few people can exis~ firmly 
wi~hin bo~h. . . . Science fic~ion was one area 
where the ~wo cu l~ures could be fused. as ~hey 
were being fused i n ~he real world. whether people 
knew i~ or no~. 
Mos~ early sc i ence fic~ ion had neglec~ed ~he 
humanities. of course. And ~hat was j us~ as bad 
as the fic~ion ~hat neglec~ed science. ( 155 ) 
The philosophic na~ure and purpose of science fiction is 
summarized in Miller and Sm i ~h's in~roduction: 
. The purpose of science fiction ] is rather to 
provide ~he ar~istic means by which an author 
calls our attention to what is mos~ essential or 
significant in human experience. This. of course. 
is the object of the eternal veri~ies or perennial 
problems of philosophy. (1 9 ) 
Tha~ ~he absolute udgements t science extend ~o 
~heoloqy and e~hics ~s obvious. Cla quo~es Pearson as 
saying tha~ science sets ou~ ~o explore every phenomena. 
"mental as well as physical. ~he scientific method i s 
~he sole gateway to the whole region of knowledge.,, 2 
Heinlein agrees. Heinlein states that ~he scien~ific method 
is wha~ distinguishes man from animal. ) He adds that 
only man can "grasp and embrace the future ... " and "For 
~his reason I mus~ assert tha~ speculative fiction is much 
more realistic than is most historical and contemporary-
scene fiction and is superior ~o them both" (Knight 10). 
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Mi ller and Smith agree that science fiction and 
philosophy are closely related: 
We won't go as far as Wilhelm,4 who suggests that 
science fiction writers have been the sole heirs 
of the great philosophical tradition. . . . But 
we do maintain that philosophers ought to 
recognize, respect, and enjoy science fiction 
writers as auxiliaries in the joint pursuit of the 
truth. (19 ) 
In fact, Miller and Smith state that the "ideas of science 
fiction are the ideas of philosophy. . Science fiction 
is correctly named so ong as one thinks of science in the 
root sense of a scientia (i.e.) ' wisdom,' or ' knowing'" ( 3 ) . 
Miller and Smith worry that some feel science fiction is too 
dialectic because of its ties with philosophy. In reference 
to Heinlein's The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress they say: 
Heinlein's nove l has, i n fact. n c r i :icised f or 
containing too much talk and not enough action. 
But the philosophlcal passages fit well into the 
flow of plot, and Heinlein makes a conscious 
effort to relate them to his characters' behavior. 
( 11 ) 
Heinlein, who has been called one of the two science fiction 
writers able to use the lecture t echnique effectively,~ 
was in 1940 one of the first science fiction writers to 
deal with religion in "If This Goes On--" (Moskowitz 5-6). 
Heinlein examines political systems, customs, the nature of 
intelligence, and learning. In Stranger in a Strange Land, 
Heinlein presents a sizable discussion of art and artists. 
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Obv i ous l y Heinlein, i n his science fiction, speculates on a 
number of key ph i losophica issues . Heinlein has helped 
e l evate the genre to ~ tS present influential and important 
status. It is noteworthy, also, that Plotinus saw his 
vi sionary speculations about past, present, and future as a 
scientific theology which could negate the swirling 
superstitions of his age. The attack upon superstition by 
scientific epistemology is one of several threads linking 
Heinlein to Plotinus and to the general tradition of 
rational mysticism . Plato and Aristotle also envisioned 
their work as scientific, designed to counteract supersition 
and irrational thinking. If Plato and Aristotle now seem 
both scientific and also mystically vague and esoteric, this 
combination is precisely the stance Heinle~n advocates, and 
he re j ects simplistic scientific " realism" w •• "h ignores 
whole levels of reality if it refuses to enter the occult 
regions. 
CHAPTER TWO: SOME KEY IDEAS AND GENERAL ATTITUDES OF HEINLEIN 
"He thinks in terms of the fifth dimension, never 
stopping at the fourth." 
--tag line below Heinlein's 
high school yearbook picture 
(Franklin 9 ) 
Heinlein ' s style and influence relate directly to the 
philosophical idea l s he discusses in his work. A number of 
themes are common in Heinlein's fiction. First, Heinlein 
has an obvious appreciation for sybaritic pleasures: the 
erotic and the sensuous are prominent features of his work 
since 1960. Family considerations are also scrutinized in 
an effort to improve and strengthen this vital element of 
human society. Heinlein shows a strong interest in the 
aesthetic life (Stranger 227, 307-310 Religion and 
mora i ty are often questioned, particu arly because Heinlein 
radically alters traditional mores in favor of more 
intellectual criteria. Finally, all of Heinlein ' s ideals 
center around the growth and adventure of the intelligence. 
Whether Heinlein is discussing ideal government, belief in 
the individual, the importance of survival for the human 
race, or the nature of reality, all of his speculations 
include a belief in the supremacy of the intelligence. A 
hierarchy of being with the intelligentsia at the top is one 
way Heinlein often manifests these concerns, as it is 
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a l s o ~he way of P lo~ inus . 
Robinson a~~empts ~o estima~e the i nf luence of 
Rein e in: 
I don't believe there can be more than a handful 
of science fiction stories published in the l ast 
forty years ~hat do not show his influence one way 
or another. He has written the definitive 
~ime-travel ( "All 'fou Zombies--" and "By His 
Bootstraps"), the definitive lonqevity books 
(Methuselah's Children and Time Enough for Love), 
the definitive theocracy novel (Revolt in 2100), 
heroic fantasy / sf novel (GlorY Road), revolution 
novel (The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress), transplant 
novel (I Will Fear No Evil ) , alien invasion novel 
(The Puppet Masters), technocracy story ( "The Roads 
Must Roll" ) , arms race story ( "Solu~ion 
Unsatisfactory"), technodisaster story ("Blowups 
Happen"), and about a dozen of the finest science 
fiction juveniles ever published. ( 97-98) 
Heinlein must be doinq somethinq riqht. The Number of The 
Beast-- fetched a record breakinq half million dollar advance ; 
Job: A Comedy of Justice earned a reputed one millie, dollar 
advance. His books have been transla~ed into twenty-eiqh~ 
l anquaqes (Franklin 4 ) . Heinlein's Rocket Ship Galileo was 
adapted i nto one of the first science fiction movies: Space 
Cadet inspired the first science fiction television serial, 
Tom Corbet: Space Cadet. As a qadqet for his novels he 
invented the waldo and the waterbed. Analog (which was 
formerly Astounding) featured Heinlein in its June 
1985 "Bioloq" (profile) even thouqh Heinlein has not 
published fiction within those paqes in over a quarter-
century. "Thouqh his name is not on the current contents 
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page. by righcs he oughc co appear in one of che "Biologs" 
since his presence remains i n che pages. . ic's all 
around us wi ch Heinlein- i nspired wricing cechniques and ploc 
i deas" (12 9, 190). Surprising l y. some cri~ics seem to dislike 
Hein l e in. Schol es and Rabkin noce chat "the only ching that 
mosc crlti~s agree about is the fact thac he is there, he is 
i mportant, he must be dealt wi th" ( 55 ) . 
Hein l ein was one of che first writers whom the most 
i nfluential editor of the genre, John W. Campbell. Jr., 
recruited for Astounding. Campbell ' took several 
writers under his wing (including Asimov ) and told them 
what he wanted. Campbell wanted accurate science in his 
stories, but he also stressed social change. "To base a 
future on physical science and neglect the social 
developments [ and ramifications I was unrealistic , " believed 
Campbe 1 (Del Rey 52). Campbell certainl y i s a major 
i nfluence on Heinlein; Campbell published Heinlein's first 
story, and subsequent stories for over two decades. 
Campbell's influence may be why Griffiths calls Heinlein 
"remarkable" since Heinlein "can write both a story 
of originality and some philosophic and metaphysica l 
i nterest (such as Stranger in a Strange LandI and a 
straightforward, conventional space-opera (as in Glory 
Road)" ( 47). 
Knight praises Heinlein: 
Rober~ A. Heln l e i n has ~ha~ a~~ribu~e whlCh ~he 
ma~hema~ ic i an Hermann wez ca l s "~he 
inexhaus~ ibi l~y of rea l ~hinqs:" wha~ever you say 
abou~ h i m, I f i nd, ~urns ou~ ~o be only par~ ly 
t r ue .... 
wi~h due cau~ ion, ~hen, le~ me say ~ha~ i n ar~, 
a~ leas~, Heinl e i n seems ~o be as conservative as 
~hey come. He be lieves in a plain ~ale wel ~o ld . 
. . . The peop l e he wr i ~es abou~ are heal~hy, 
uninhlbi~ed and posi i ve, a totally differen~ 
breed from ~he neur a ~henic heroes of many of h i s 
colleaques. ( In Search of Wonder 76 ) 
The conserva~ ive who l esomeness of Heinle i n i s easy to miss. 
Panshin and Pansh i n repor~ ~ha~ Hein ein incorpora~es a 
grea~ dea of research in~o hi s work ( 96 ) . As A~helinq 
no~es, s uc h craf~smanship is "~he reason why newcomers like 
Heinle i n . . . were able effortlessly ~o push offs~aqe 
wr i ~ers who had domina~ed ~he qenre for many years ... " 
(More Issues A~ Hand 59-60). 
Of He inlein' s s~y le, MoskowltZ, l n Seekers of - morrow, 
repor~s: 
The reader i s no~ aware ~ha~ ~here is a "s~yle." 
Every~hinq is subordina~ed to the s~ory, which i s 
carried alonq almos~ invisibly by clear prose, 
na~ural soundinq dialoque, and a careful 
i nteqration of de~ai l concerninq the ~imes, ~he 
society, and the past of ~he characters tha~ never 
disturb the flow of ~he narrat ive. This 
extraordinary talent is at once Heinlein's ~riumph 
and sorrow. It can achieve memorable poiqnancy as 
i n the case of Requiem, yet no one ever refers 
~o his prose as poetic, because ~he details are 
i ncorporated with such cool efficiency that few 
realize the author has sacrificed the aes~he~ics 
of ~he indiv i dual passaqe to achieve the uni fied 
poetry of ~he whole. ( 198) 
P otinus a l s o i s crit~cized for cool impersona lity . 
Scholes and Rabkin recogni ze one of He i nl ein ' s greatest 
ach~evements: "Heinlein in his first years of publication 
conceived of a system of stories and nove l s fitting into a 
sing e projected history of the human race" (52) . Campbel 
ca lled this a "Future History." Franklin writes that 
Hein e in's chart was "Molded on the charts of macrohistory 
lncluded in Olaf Stapl edon's Last and First Men ( 19 30) , 
and shar i ng Stapl edon ' s vision of a spiral of progress 
moving upward through cyclical r~ses and fal l s ... " (27) . 
De l Rey a l so notes that Heinlein ' s chart "w.s more detailed 
about a ll future developments in science. devices. 
phi l osophy •• nd str.ight historic.l events th.n any writer 
h.d deve l oped previou.ly" (99 ) . Heinlein conrnents: "As 
prophecies. those fiction.l predictions of mine were about 
as startlir.g as for a m.n to look out a tr.in . dow, see 
that another tr. i n is coming he.d-on tow.rd his own on the 
same tr.ck--.nd predict. train wreck" (Knight 12). 
n "One S.ne M.n." Knight cOl\IIIents: 
In re.li ty. there .re s.v.ral Heinleins. One of 
them is • 19th century r.t ion.list .nd skeptic. 
who believ •• in nothing he c.n't s.e. touch •• nd 
preferably me •• ure with c.lipher.. Another is a 
mystic. who .trongly believes in the existence of 
something beyond the world of the .enses •• nd 
k.eps .n open mind even tow.rd the r.gt.g .nd 
bobt.il of my.tic.l id •••• flying s.ucers •• nd 
Bridey Murphy. (83-84). 
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The r a tiona and myst~c ~n He inle in can be reconc iled. 
ander and Greenberg recogn i ze t hat among He i nle i n i ns i ghts 
are perspect ives and i ssues which relate 
t o some of the perenni a l concerns of philosophy, 
such as the best form of government, whether and 
to what extent poli t i ca l utopi as are possible, and 
t he d i mensions of power, liberty, equa l ity, 
) ust~ce, and order. Sexuality , family, l ove, and 
i mmorta li ty are a l so ma Jor t hemes in his fiction. 
. . . the treatment of his sub j ect i s frequently 
i ns ightful. (7 -8 ) 
Al though He i nlein plays with the concept of solipsism in 
hi s work, i t seems that he more nearly exhi bits examples of 
Neop l atoni c thought . 1 Sol i ps i sm, according to Reese, i s that 
··doctr i ne that the i ndiv i dual human mind has no grounds for 
be liev i ng in anything but itself" ( 539 ) . Heinlein, a l though 
he c l early pl aces the individual high, certainly believes in 
many th i ngs bes i des himself: l ove, honor, duty, the beloved, 
patriot i sm, the state, family, and so on . It i s a l so eas , 
confuse t he indi vidual one with the universa l One of 
Pl ot i nus. Inge explains the thinking of Neoplatonism: 
Di sciples of Plotinus ] are absolutists--that is 
to say, they believe that a knowledge of ultimate 
reality is possible to man; they are monists--
their whole quest is for the One in whom all 
contradictions are reconciled; thei r faith is not 
only thought out but lived out--their highest 
achievement i s a beatific vision seen in direct 
experience; they are deeply religious, and their 
devotion is blended with their speculation, so 
that the 'intellectual love of God' is no mere 
phrase for them. ( 28-29 ) 
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He i nl ein wr i~es in Waldo, "Order ly Cosmos, crea~ed out 
of Chaos--by Mind !" ( 88 ) . This is surely a stron; indication 
~ha~--in this story a~ least--Heinlein is explorinq the 
possiblities of the Plotinian power within the mind. 
Panshin describes Heinlein ' s objec~ive: 
The quest that Heinlein and the various surro;ate 
Heinleins of his stories have undertaken is to 
understand the meanin; of life, and to discover 
what, if any thin; , in life i s a worthwhile 
occupation. . . . Heinlein requires nothin; 
short of ultimate answers and total certainty. He 
desires to know for sure, for once and for all, 
and the intensity of this desire is what makes him 
so fascinatin; a writer .... if there is any 
answer that will satisfy Robert Heinlein, it is 
~his: 
Call it the Mystical solution. This solution 
says all that exists is God. And the only way out 
of the illusion of less-than-Godliness is to 
i dentify completely with one's Godly nature and 
occupy oneself in love and service of One's OWn 
True Purpose. (l56-l57) 
If Panshin i s rlqht. one would be forced to link Heinlein 
and Plotinus. Heinlein writes in Waldo: 
"The Other World," he said presently, "is the 
world you do not see. It is here and it is there 
and it is everywhere. But it is especially here." 
He touched his forehead. "The mind sits in it and 
sends its messa;es ~hrouqh it to the body." ( 66 ) 
The Pl ot i nian Nous, of course, is in the head and everywhere. 
Panshin explains: 
More than this, Waldo becomes convinced that the 
various maqical arts are all aborted sciences, 
abandoned before they had even made clear; that the 
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wor ld has been made wha~ i~ is by minds making i~ 
so ( ~he world was fla~ until geoqraphers 
decided it was-rQund, and the deKalbs worked 
because ~heir operators thouqht they would); tha~ 
the Other World does exist; and that he, Waldo, 
can make the Other world what he wants it to be, 
for all time, by decidinq its nature and 
convincinq everybody else of hi s ideas . ( 35) 
Panshin correctly concludes: "In part, this is Heinlein's 
way of saying, ' There are more ~hinqs in heaven and earth 
~han are dreamt of in your philosophy,' and ~hat is a far 
f rom illegi~imate ~hinq for a science fic~ion s~ory ~o say" 
( 36 ) . 
Knigh~ observes: 
I~'s true that Heinlein's characters tend to seem 
commonplace by contrast, simply beeause they're 
all healthy, physically and mentally, except for 
an occasional psychotic villain. Heinl ' n isn'~ 
interested in neurot ic people. perhaps _cause he 
fee l s ~hey are obsolescent ... but eccen~rici~y 
is some~hinq else aqal.n. ("One Sane Man" 81) 
Rose points out another side of the Heinlein hero: 
In Heinlein. ~Uilt is no~ ~he barrier to 
effective per ormance. The need is for 
appropriate disciplined action. by those 
capable of i~. Sloth, rather than a condition 
of impotence resultinq from quilt, would be ~he 
fundamental characteristic of ~he "wor~hless" folk 
in Heinlein's books, (54) 
The sys~em of Plotinus, not a Christian system, pushes quil~ 
aside as a minor i~em. 
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Op~imism i s ano~her key e lemen~ in He l nl ein ' s fic~ion. 
Al~houQh Heinle i n has many sca~hinq remarks on prac~ ically 
every aspec~ of soc ie~y. his novels end wi~h hope and 
happiness. Hope of~en is found in the education of the 
younQ. and in ~he surviva l of the fami ly uni~. Many of 
He i nlein's novels. espec i ally his Juveniles. are found ~o be 
Bildunqsroman. or novels of educa~ion. Of~en. his younQ 
heroes have a spec i a l hiqh school class. a class in His~ory 
and Moral Philosophy ( S~arship Troopers) or some such. This 
c l ass i s a lmos~ a lways ~auqh~ by a disabled mi i~ary ve~eran. 
and in ~his class. s~uden~s are asked pointed direc~ moral 
ques~ions ~o which ~hey must qive a well-considered reply. 
The hero often has a guardian who performs a simi liar 
func~ion. Referrinq to ~itizen of the Gal!xy. Kniqht ( nOne 
Sane Mann ) characterizes ~he quardian. Balsim: 
Later. i n spite of diqressions into the art of 
beqqinq and the art of learning itself. i~ becomes 
clear tha~ wha~ Balsim has to ~each is no~ 
~echnique bu~ character. Balsim is an 
old-fashioned. s~iff-necked moral individualis~. 
who keeps undeviating standards for himself while 
insis~inq on absolute freedom for o~her people. 
( 87 ) 
Many of Heinlein's charac~ers are Qeneral specialis~s. In 
Time Enough for Love. Lazarus Lonq says: 
A human beinq should be able to chanqe a diaper. 
plan an invasion. butcher a hoq. conn a ship. 
desiqn a buildinq. wri~e a sonnet. balance 
accounts. build a wall. se~ a bone. comfor~ ~he 
dying , take orders, give orders, cooperate, act 
a l one, solve equations, analyze a new problem, 
pitch manure, program a computer, cook a tasty 
meal, fight efficiently, die gallantly. 
Specialization is for insects. (2 48 ) 
Panshin notes "The Heinlein Individual has three central 
characteristics: his strength, his singularity, and his 
ability to teach himself" (1 69 ). Al l of these insights 
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complement Heinlein's demand for competence. The competent 
man ~s versatile and i s qualified for action and takes 
act ion. Plot i nus deviates from Christian thought because he 
declares that the competent man of reason works out his own 
sal vat i on-- j ust as Heinlein assumes. Olander and Greenburg 
note that "Survival for the competent is a prerequisite for 
the surv i val of the rest, and from this perspective flows 
hi s att i tude toward morality" ( 9 ). In Time Enough for 
Love, Heinle in' s popu ar character Lazarus Long says, 
., 
rac i a l survival is the only universal morality 
" (2 42-243). Heinlein writes repeatedly that the 
common man must be "guided and guarded by a competent elite" 
(18 ) . Heinlein offers several alternatives for chOOSing a 
l eader, but he keeps returning to the theme that the 
i ntelligent should rule. Scholes and Rabkin agree that 
Heinle i n 
believes in a freedom which will allow 
the "best" people to rise to the top. He is, as 
Panshin has argued, an elitist who believes in an 
elite of competence. In many respects he is a 
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"social Darwinist." who feels that life should be 
a struggle for survival of the fittest and that 
the unfit should go to the wall. ( 56) 
Williamson (Bretnor 326-327) suggests that Plato's 
Republic offers "the idea that reasonable men can create an 
idea society here on earth.,,2 This "Greek tradition." he 
argues "allows more individual freedom. a more hopeful view 
of change" ( 326). williamson continues: 
Yet I think it does make some sort of sense to say 
that Asimov and Clarke and Heinlein and a good 
many others are spokesmen for the Greek tradition 
in those optimistic moments when they choose to 
show men solving problems to m.ke things better. 
(327) 
Will i amson's thesis quite properly pl.ces Heinlein in the Greek 
tr.dition of philosophic optimism. 
Frankl in explains: 
The politic.l theory of L.z.rus .nd his cre.tor · s 
b •• ed on the belief th.t mo.t people are .tupid. 
whether on E.rth in the twentieth century or 
Secundu. in the forty-third •• nd th.t only a tiny 
elite .re cap.ble of thinking intelligently--or 
.re worth being thought .bout: 
"Th.t tiny fr.ction th.t h.rdly show. 
st.ti.tic.lly i. the brain. I rec.ll • country 
th.t lo.t • key w.r by ch.sing out a mere h.lf 
dozen geniu.e.. Most people c.n't think. most 
of the rem.ining won't think. the sm.ll fraction 
who ~ think c.n't do it very well. The extremely 
tiny fr.ction who think regul.rly •• ccur.tely. 
cre.tively. and without .elf-delu.ion--in the 
long run. these .re the only people who count. 
" (396; qte. from Time Enough for Love) 
It would not be surprising to find this p •••• ge in • work of 
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P ot i nus . Frankl i n adds: 
"Gulf" unequivocally advocates creatinq an e li te 
not j ust as a social c l ass. but. as the tit e 
suqqests. as a new superhuman species. clearly 
marked off from our doomed race of "homo sap." 
... ( the entire .tory is 1 an extended 
arqument preachinq the moral and intel l ectua 
superior i ty of "homo novis" .. . . 
We learn that j ust a. man is distinquished from 
animals by his abi lity to think. homo novis 
i s separated from homo sapiens by beinq "able 
to think better .... " 
Throuqhout al l this. there is a non.ensica l 
confusion between thinkinq "better" in the sense 
of more ski llfully and thinkinq "better" i n the 
sen.e of more morally. There is even the outriqht 
statement that "Evil is e •• entially stup1.d." 
.. Genuise .... on the other hand . "are emotiona l ly 
i ndifferent to accepted code. of morals" and "make 
their own rules . . ." a statement repeated i n 
Heinlein fiction a number of time. 1. (95 ) 
Thus even Heinlein' •• exual wildne •• can be clo.ely 
connected to brainine.s. 
He i nle in' s eli t i s~ rat i on. _am i s clear l y re l ated to 
Neop atonic phi l o.ophy. and Plato's Repub i c loS a 
ma j or key to Heinlein's speculations. thouqh this ana l oqy 
wi ll not be pur.ued in this .tudy. 
I n Glory Road. Heinlein creates what Franklin ca lls 
"the ultimate philo.opher-kinq" (1 49 ) . Her Wi sdom, as she 
i s called. is qenetically .elected. but .he a l .o underqoes a 
comprehen.ive education. Often Heinlein's ideal l eader is a 
philo.opher-kinq. a .uper-thinker. In "Gulf". the leader of 
one band of elite. Plotinian super-thinker. explain. that 
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democracy was f i ne, for a ~ime, bu~ ~ha~ now i~ can'~ work: 
Bu~ now, if ~he race i s simply ~o s~ay a live. 
poli~ical dec i sions depend on real knowledge of 
such ~hings as nuclear physics, plane~ary ecology. 
gene~ic ~heory, even sys~em mechanics, They 
aren'~ up ~o i ~ Joe, ( 48 ) 
Gr iffi~hs exp l a i ns ~ha~ Heinlein is no~ doqma~ic: "To be 
!ai r , Hein l ein does insis~ ~ha~ his readers exami ne his 
proposi~ions cri~ically and nowhere more so ~han when he i s 
s~udyin9 various communal groups" (110-l 1 _ ) . In Time Enough 
for Love, Heinlein wri~es: "Mora l s are your agreemen~ wi~h 
yourse l f ~o abide by your own rule •. To Thine own self be 
~rue or you .poil ~he game" (;86). In S~ar.hip Trooper •• 
Heinlein offer. ~his explana~ion of moral behavior: 
"Morals--!ll correct moral rule.--derive from ~he 
ins~ inct to survive; mora behav ior i . u rv iva above ~he 
i ndividual evel" (l 47 ) This view i. not very P lo~inian, but 
survival in Heinlein's code may be connected ~o Plo~ inian 
salva~ion, par~icularly if ~o survive is to assure 
i mmortal i ty--individually or racially. 
All of ~he idea. in Heinlein ' . program relate ~o each 
other. Heinlein is concerned wi~h the .urvi val of ~he human 
race. This .urvival , he propo •••• can be.~ be a.sured 
~hrough an emphasis on rationality. Leaders should be the 
mo.~ in~elligent. and a hi.rarchy of in~elligence en.ues as 
a result. Social custom. and moral choice. mu.~ a l .o be 
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based on ra~iona i~y. Hein e~n's s~yle reflec~s his own 
demand for competence: he simply relates the necessary 
de~ails without fuss, withou~ hidinQ behind any false 
ar~is~~c cover. Thus Heinlein's program hinQes on a 
recoQni~ion of his overriding concern for rationality, and an 
optimist ' c outlook for the fu~ure. His plain style, his 
alleQories of brain power, his optimistic outlook on 
ascending ~he ladder of rationality. his elitism, his 
coolness, his love of cerebration, his interest in 
aesthetics and poli~ics as fields for rational pene~ration-­
all of these concerns place him in wha~ is, as a matter of 
fact, the oldest and larQest of all traditions, and it 
beQins wi~h the Greeks, and is enhanced by Plotinus. 
CHAPTER THREE : PLOTINUS: SOME KEY IDEAS AND ~TTITUDES 
"Ideas a l one l ead nowhere. On l y i deas about ideas make 
good f i ction, as they make good mus i c, or good science, or 
f or that mat t er good living" 
( ~theling, The Issue at Hand 43). 
I t would be poss~ble to connect Heinlein ' s work wi th 
se vera l rat i ona list i c and optimist i c phi l osophers: Pl ato or 
~ri stot le or ~quinas or Kant. But one especially promising 
fi gure i s Plot i nus. A comprehensive summary of t he 
importance of Pl ot i nus is provided by Samuel Enoch Stumpf, 
who wr i tes: 
The dec i sive bridqe between classical philosophy 
and Auqustine would be the writinqs of Plotinus. 
But Plotinus nowhere mentions Christianity; his 
. contribution consisted of a fresh version 
of Pl ato's philosophy, and ... i s known as 
Neop l atoni sm (120) . 
Stumpf observes t hat Plot i nus writes about a God who, 
i nstead of creat i nQ. emanates. UtilizinQ thi s theory of 
emanat i on, Plotinus satisfactorily explains the existence of 
evi l and. at the same time, offers a plan of salvation. 
Obviously , these three problems are important to Christian 
ph~ losophy as well, but "What made Plotinus' philosophy 
distinct i ve (Stumpf explains ) was that he combined a 
speculative description of the system of reality with a 
re ligious doctr i ne of salvation" ( 12 0 ) . 
Plot inus ' s doctr i ne of emanat i on beg i ns with t he 
assumpt ion that God i s One , e t erna l , and unchanging. 1 God 
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i s a l so the Nous : rat i onali ty . Si nce to create would 
require action ( therefore, chan;e), God must emanate--
radi at i ng from himse l f much as l ight shines from the sun. 2 
A though a ll matter then flows from God, i t is not equa l t o 
God; therefore no stains of panthe i stic superstition mar the 
philosophy. Indeed, as Stumpf points out, nature becomes 
hierarchi a l . This is the most shrewd aspect of Plotinus's 
t hought; i n fact he holds str i ctly to the l imi tations built 
l nto the assumption of an eternal, unchanging God better 
t han some Christian thinker •. 
If all thin;. flow from God, where is the source of 
evil? Plotinus knows. Matter is not evil. Evil is 
d i stance away from God, but not necessar i ly physical 
di stance. Just as t he parent c an , cont rol t he act i ons of 
the chi ld issued forth from the body , so God does not 
d i rectly control his emanation.. The good parent may hate 
the behavior, yet still love the child. Althou;h it mi ght 
be tempt in; to a.sume that God does not or cannot love hi s 
creations, Plotinus felt otherwise. God is the Nous: 
rationa l ity: Plotinus therefore felt God could feel concern 
for his creatures. Katz observes that "almost all of 
the i deas that Plotinus finds ob j ectional i n the Gnost i cs 
have been asserted by himself in one form or another" (2 89 ) . 
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The Gnos~ic s f e l~ ~ha~ m4~~er was evil: so c l ear l y Ka~z i s 
m~ s~aken . Jus~ as ~he pur i~y of ~e lev i s ion or radio 
~ransmi ss ions i s los~ over d is~ance. so ~he pure influence 
o f God decays far~her from Him. The signal is no~ evil . 
mere ly di s j o in~ed. Besides. God i s logical. and evi l i s 
l ogica lly necessary in the world to provide con~rast. 
s hadings. and intens i ty. Man would not wan~ to pursue 
happ i ness i f he had no know l edge of pain. Plo~inus's theory 
o f ev~l ~hus seems based on solid. logical supports. 
The two preceeding Neoplatonist concepts combine 
~o produce a l ogica l and responsible plan of salvation. 
Si nce God is the Nous. Pl ot i nus fe l t that salvation must lie 
i n man's striving to move closer to God: man must make the 
mental move towards rational thought. J. H. Randall. Jr. 
asserts: "Plo~ inus held steadfastly to ~he convict i on 
~ha ~ i ~ i s reason and not fa i th ~hat g~ves men knowl edge .f 
~he universe. and . reason and not faith that can alone 
bring ~hem salva~ion" (3) . Randall adds that Plotinus saw 
no need for a media~or between God and man; since God was 
reason. through reason man could reunite with God (3). The 
main disturbance i n this aspect of Plotinus's t hought i s his 
belief i n reincarna~ion. The way to salvation is so 
difficul~ that Plotinus sees reincarnation as essential. 
But i t i s more satisfctory to assume that after this life on 
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earth, the soul l eaves the limitations of the physical plane 
and begins the more spiritual, intellectual move towards 
God. Except for that one instance, the Neoplatonist plan of 
salvation remains appealing to the modern intellectual, and 
~s very close to Heinlein's views. 
All of the doctrines of Plotinus endure because they 
are firmly based on logic. Plotinus wanted to escape 
superstition and myth; his philosophy is therefore grounded 
upon rationality. Stumpf notes: 
He (Plotinus l not only described the world but 
also gave an account of its source, of man's place 
i n it, and of how man overcomes his moral and 
spiritual difficulties in it. In short, Plotinus 
developed a doctrine about God as the source of 
all things and as that to which man must return. 
(120) 
Neoplatonism will therefore continue ~ provide a compelling 
alternative to (or adaptation of ) Christ i anity for any 
thinking man. Inge explains this appeal: 
. our generation is ripe for this kind of 
religion. It is a very good sign if it is so. 
For this philosophy of life has nothing to fear 
from scientific or historical criticism. It is 
broad-based on personal experience, and buttressed 
by sound metaphysics. Its morality is pure and 
elevated; it cares nothing for denominational 
barriers; it finds ample room for science and art, 
honouring both; and like Christianity, with which 
it has so much in common, it gives us a valuation 
of the good and evil of life, and is so a quide to 
practical wisdom. I will not speak of 'the 
religion of the future' . . . but that this is the 
true line of progress in religion as well as in 
philosophy, I have no doubt whatsoever. (54-55) 
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Hein e in' s program para l e s Plo~inus's in many respec~s. 
Obvious ly ~he emphasis on ra~ionali~y shared by each is a 
key poin~. P lo~inus ' s emana~ion ~heory sugges~s a resulting 
hierarchy wi~h ~he in~elligen~ a~ ~he ~op--a ~heory Heinlein 
seems fond of. Reunion wi~h God ~hrou9h ~he exercise of 
r eason explains why ~he super- in~elligen~ Heinlein heroes 
assume God-like quali~ies. Lon9 li fe is necessary ~o 
achieve ~his grea~ wisdom; Plo~inus uses reincarna~ion. and 
Heinlein uses science fic~ion ~echnoloqy ~o make ~he same 
poin~. Clearly. ~he ~wo programs are sim~lar. 8o~h are 
desi9ned ~o achieve a ~o~al guide ~o real i~y and li fe based 
on a scien~ ific view of reali~y which avoids supers~i~ion. 
se~s ~he mind boldly free ~o pursue salva~ion by i~s 
God-like power ~o ~heorize. and makes in~ellect. not l ove or 
faith. ~he pinnacle of the hierarchy of va 
CH~PTER FOUR: ~ PRIME EX~PLE: STRANGER IN ~ STRANGE LAND 
"The Problem is always how ~o live in a decaden~ 
socie~y." 
--Rober~ ~. Heinlein 
I Will Fear No Evil ( 167 ) 
"Men rarely ( if ever ) manage ~o dream up a god superior 
~o ~hemselves. Mos~ gods have ~he manners and morals of a 
spoiled child . " 
--Robert ~. Heinlein 
Time Enough for Love 
( 243-244) 
In pondering He i nlein's program, it i s, obvious y, 
necessary to single out some major works for special 
analysis. One good choice is Stranger in a Strange Land, 
which may be Heinlein's most significant work to date. 
Panshin quotes Heinlein's own statement of his purpose in 
writlng Stranger in a S~range t~nd: " to e ne every 
ma jor axiom of Wes~ern culture, ... throw doub~ on i t--and 
i f possible--to make the antithesis of each axiom appear a 
possible and perhaps desirable thing-- rather ~han 
n~hinkable" (17 3). Heinlein analyzes the decadence in 
society and offers al~ernatives. Heinlein manages to 
examlne politics, education, art, family, and most 
s i gnificantly, religion. Sturgeon claims: 
The reader who can control his outrage 
sufficiently to read it all the way ~hrough will 
be left wondering whether he has not after all 
been given a glimpse of love, of worship, of 
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honor, and devo~ion more basic and more pure ~han 
any~hin9 Ear~h has seen s~nce ~he days of 
Apos~o ic Chris~ianity ( q~d. i n Cansler 953 ) . 
Cansler rea izes ~ha~ "Wha~ Heinlein is doinq is 
showing a con~empt for what he believes ~o be Christiani~y ' s 
fallinq away from ~he ~rue qospel of Chris~" ( 952 ) . 
Hein l ein ~s not mockinq all of Chris~iani~y; he obvious y 
adm~res aspec~s of Christ and His mess.ge. Nor is Heinlein 
ignoran~ly con~emptuous of o~her religions; he speaks wi~h 
familiari~y of ~he sacred wri~ings of many religions 
l Stranger 205, 294 ) . The orqaniza~ion of Heinlein's ~ 
A comedy of Justice is another indication of serious 
s~udy on Heinlein's part; the parallels with ~he Biblical 
Job are strikinq.1 Sturqeon notes: "The qaity in that 
transubstantia~ion scene at the end of Stranger is 
some~hing that has ~nfuriated some . . Ie i~ ~s much 
closer to ~he aqape. the love-feas~ of .pos~o ic 
Chris~iani~y . . ( Bre~nor 112). 
The openinq sentence of S~ranger in a Strange Land 
reads: "Once upon a ~ime ~here was a Martian named valentine 
Michael Smith" ( 9). valentine suqges~s both erotic love and 
~he martyred sain~; Michael is keeper of ~he heavenly qates, 
~he archangelic qeneral of the heavenly soldiers who fiqht 
eVil ; Smith is ~he "Alllerican everyman" ( Franklin 128). The 
name "Michael" means "one who is like God". Heinlein refers 
to Michael as an Adam "who has never tasted ~he fruit of ~he 
Tree of Knowledqe of Good and Evil" ( 171 ) . No~ only is Mike 
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compared wich Dionysus; he ca 15 himself Dr. Apol l o when he 
i s a magician in a carnival (2 61 ) . Mike's marcyrdom is even 
equaced wich che persecucion of Chrisco Most incerescing i s 
when anocher characcer in Stranger calls Mike "our 
Promecheus," che man / god who brought che power of fire and 
knowledge co man ( 369 ) . 
Mike's parencs were crew members of che firsc manned 
expedition to Mars; he was che only survivor of chac 
~ission . The infant was raised by Martians in a cave. 2 
Twency-five years lacer, Mike is "rescued" and recurned to 
Earth. Through the aid of a compassionate few, Mike finds 
refuge from the power plays of government and business in 
the sanctuary of Jubal Harshaw, "LL.B. M.D .• Sc.D .• bon 
vivant. gourmet. sybarite, popular author extraordinary, and 
:leo-pessimist philosopher" (80). Mike displays 
excraordinary powers, lncluding ~ al reca ll ana speed 
reading (self taught in one day ) . He rarely sleeps. is 
immune to most weather, and has total control of his body . 
even the so-called involuntary reflexes. 3 The mosc 
extraordinary ability Mike has, and the one which cricics 
have the hardest time dealing with, is his heightened menta l 
prowess. Mike can leave his body and walk around wich his 
mind. 4 Mike can make objects or people "become not," cocally 
disappear into nowhere. Levitation and telekinesis are child ' s 
pl ay. Mike eventually leaves Jubal's hideaway and j Oins 
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che army and che carniva l before enro ling i n Harvard ' s 
divinicy school , He chen escablishes a "re l ig i on" and 
~eaches hi s phi losophy or d i scipline co chose wil l i ng co 
earn. ~ r~nally, Mike is martyred and is l ast seen i n 
heaven, working ac a desk j ob. 
The educat i on Mike rece i ved from the Mart i ans "had been 
unique . . The resu l ts had taught them more about the 
human race than that race had yet l earned about i tse l f, fo r 
Smich had grokked readi l y thi ngs chat no human being had 
ever l earned" (Stranger 92 ) . Heinl ein wr i tes that 
Mi ke ' s menta l control "had a l ready ki cked the bottom out of 
med i c i ne and physics. Harshaw recalled the tragedy 
t hat relativlty had been for many sc i entists" (1 32) . Mi ke 
has this great menta l control because Martian thought i s 
more l ogical and Ploc i ni an than any human l anguage. 
One i mpor t anc concept M_ . nt::oduces i s "grok .·' 
"Orok" li terally means "to dr ink" ; i t also means " to love, " 
" to hate," and a host of other concepts. Dr. Mahmoud, the 
semantic i an, expl ains: 
' Orok' means 'identically equal. ' ... The 
Martians s .em to know instinctively what we 
learned painfully from modern physics, that 
observer interacts with observed through the 
process of observation. 'Orok' means to 
understand so thoroughly that the observer becomes 
a part of the observed--to merge, bl end, 
i ntermarry, lose id.ntity in group exper i ence. I t 
means almost everything that we mean by re ligi on, 
phi l osophy, and science--and it means as li ttle t o 
us as color means ~o a blind man. ( 205-206 ) 
Arms~rong offers a descrip~ion of ~he Nous which sounds 
similar: 
Nous in Plo~inus is ~he ~o~ali~y of being. Tha~ 
is, i~ is ~he organic world of ideas, ~he objec~s 
of knowledge, and a~ ~he same ~ime, ~he mind ~hat 
knows ~hem. I~ is a perfec~ uni~y-in-duali~y of 
subjec~ and objec~, ~he sphere in ~he macrocosm 
corresponding ~o ~he Aris~o~elian psychology which 
deeply affec~ed Plo~inus, ~he mind becomes wha~ i~ 
~hinks. ( 2) 
Heinlein's closeness ~o ~his posi~ion mus~ be accep~ed. 
willis McNelly shrewdly no~es ~ha~ ' grok' also means : ~o 
crea~e' ( 4). Also, correc~ moral behavior naturally follows 
from correc~, logical though~ (bu~ even ~he Mar~ians are not 
onmiscient, [ 414]). Mike believes "A water bro~her could no~ 
lead him into wrongful action" (65). This may seem naive, bu~ 
Mike also knows "Goodness is not enough , o odness is never 
enough. That was one of my firs~ mis~akes, because among 
Mar~ians goodness and wisdom are identical" (393). Mike's 
~hesis is highly Plotinian: goodness mus~ be guided by 
righ~ reasons (also ~he Ca~holic posi~ion). 
Although many critics complain of the promiscui~y in 
Stranger, they miss a key sta~emen~: "Jubal, I am 
physically unable ~o a~~empt love with a female who has no~ 
shared water with me. . .. Psychic impotence--unless 
spirits blend as flesh blends" (398). On the same page i~ 
is clear ~hat sex between water bro~hers is he~erosexual 
on _y. 6 Kraf~ notes ~hat "a s i ng l e bond of love inks 
nlike natures, ~hough t he flesh be of ear~h and ~he mind 
e~hereal.,,7 Kraft cont i nues: 
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Moreover, ~he universe itself is forged and 
maintained by what can only be called an erotic 
copula ... . we find that the production of 
living be ings results from a chain of emanations 
from God that are impreqnations as well. (36) 
Obviously Heinlein i s crawn ~o Plotinus's emanat i on ~heory . 
This recoqni~ion of the mind's power has obvious 
ramifications in terms of Plotinian philosophy . Franklin 
compl a i ns ~hat "The be_ief that mind can a~ will do 
almost anythinq to matter represents ~he absurdity at ~he 
extreme end of the bourqeois definition of freedom and free 
will" (4 8 ) . Of course. Heinlein said tha~ that was the 
purpose of ~he book: to hiqhliqht opposites of the standard 
mores. Panshin ins is~s ~hat "the rel ; n has no poi~~ for 
anybody" (101). and jo i ns Franklin and Rose in condemn~ng 
~he e litist at~ itude ~hey feel is implied (Panshin 102; 
Franklin 136; Rose 151 ) . These cr i ~ i cs miss key aspects 
of Heinlein's work. Rose at least notes ~hat followers must 
first improve themselves. but that is as far as he qoes. 
Heinlein repeatedly stresses that Mike ' s movement is a 
diSCipline. a lanquaqe school which teaches loqic (31 4 ) . 
One other important phrase is "Thou art God." Mi ke 
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exp l a i ns ~ha~ hi s i s no~ a purely op~imi s~ ic phi l osophy : 
I ~ ' s no~ a messaqe of hope and cheer, Jubal. I~'s 
a defiance--and an unafraid unabashed assump~ion 
of personal responsibili~y .... ( few ] unders~ood 
me and accep~ed ~he bi~~er alonq wi~h ~he swee~. . 
No ma~~er wha~ I said ~hey insis~ed on ~hinking of 
God as some~hinq ou~side ~hemselves. Some~hing 
~ha~ yearns ~o ~ake every indolen~ moron ~o His 
breas~ and comfor~ him. The notion ~ha~ ~he 
effor~ has ~o be ~heir own .•. and ~ha~ the 
~rouble ~hey are in is all ~heir own doing ... is 
one they can't or won'~ entertain." ( 400 ) 
I t i s noteworthy that for Plotinus, men mus~ save ~hemselves. 
Rose (changing his mind again ) notes that Mike has "gained 
omniscience and omnipotence by means of applied science" 
( 36-37 ) . Mike admits that he made mistakes, bu~ Rose ' s 
point is valid. It is through reason that Mike gains 
control of himse l f and ~he wor l d around him; i t is ~hrough 
r eason ~hat god- like powers a re assumea . In9~ exp l a i ns, 
"What real l y happens is that the hiqher forms of life 
exhibit hiqher grades of va l ue, and approach more nearly ~o 
~he life of God (or Spirit) himself. A new organ, 
consciousness, has been evolved gradually for this purpose" 
( 47 ) . Plotinus says that the Proficient "may even a~~ain ~o 
the ' possession' of the God-head in an i neffable act of 
identification becoming Uniate, one with God, actually God" 
(MacKinna, xxxii). 
Franklin suqqests that Heinlein contradicts himself: 
Heinlein seems torn between two quite 
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con~radic~ory concep~ions of ~he re la~ions be~ween 
mind and matter. On the one side he has faith in 
science and technoloqy--the rational, systematic, 
developing accumulation of human knowledge which 
permits a progressive en l argement of human 
consciousness, of control over the material 
environment, of potential freedom. On the other 
side, he rejects science and embraces wishful 
thinking, the direct, unfettered, immediate 
control of matter by mind. ( 52 ) 
Franklin does not see that the contradiction is more 
apparent than real. True, Heinlein can and does argue ~he 
oppos~te side on almost any issue, sometimes in the same 
books, but it i s different characters arguing, or the author 
being ob j ective. Snow has said that science fiction is 
the place where pure science and humanities merge. Heinlein 
is like Jubal Harshaw to the extent that both are wise 
enough to know that they don't know everything (83, 93 ) . 
Besides, ~o explore the potential of the human mind is not 
"wishful thinking"--llot w~th over eigh pe r cent of t ' ~ 
mind uncharted. Furthermore, Tudor Jones, 1n his 
"Interpretation of Euken's Philosophy,-dismisses any 
contradiction between reason and spirituality: 
They [other philosophers ) have conce~ved of 
spiritual life as something entirely different 
from the mental lif.. It is different, but only 
as the bud is different from the blossom; it means 
at the religious level a greater unfolding of life 
which has been present at every stage in the 
unfolding of civilization and culture. ( Inge 
51-52) 
A better objection comes from the many critics who are 
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appa ed at the deve opment of a mass persona ity, or mass 
ml.nd in Hein ein's book. "Thou are God" i s an imperfect 
trans at i on of the Martian concept; this idea toO is 
stressed a number of times. A key passage explains that 
l.ndl.v i duality remains: 
The solitary loneliness of predestined free wil 
was then his and with it Martian serenity to 
embrace, cherish, savor its bitterness, accept its 
consequences. With tragic joy he knew that this 
cusp was his, not Jill's. His water brother could 
teach, admonish, gUlde--but choice at cusp was not 
shared. Here was "ownership" beyond sale, gift, 
hypothecation; owner and grokked inseparable. He 
eternally was the action he had taken at cusp. 
Now that he knew himself to be self he was free 
to grok ever closer to his brothers, merge without 
et. Self's integrity was and is and ever had 
been. (2 52 ) 
If anything, Heinlein is too often criticised for his 
tra-lndividualism, his anarchism. The Puppet Masters, and 
he Litt e People i n both "Methuselah's Cr _ en" and Tim!: 
Enough for Love a 1 illustrate Heinlein's eistaste for any 
l oss of individuality. Inge explains a simillar concept 
of Plotinus: 
The Soul can only save itself by losing ltself--by 
forgetting the distinction between' I' and 
'Not-I'; by reaching out in all directions after 
fuller experience, wider activity, richer 
affections, There is no natural limit to its 
expansion; the Soul is potentially all embraclng. 
In knowing its world it comes to know itself, and 
in knowing itself it knows its world; the two 
processes are interdependent and really one. The 
Soul creates in knowing, and knows by creating; it 
stamps itself on Matter, and is reflected in 
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Matter . But the soul itself, and its world, are 
wholly dependent on that qreat spiritual world of 
external existence and external activity, which 
are the object of the Soul's worship, the source 
from which it flowed, and the qoal to which lt 
strives to return. ( 38-39) 
The critics of Heinlein need to think more deeply and 
understand that scientific objectivity does not rule out 
mystica possibilities, and that communal merqinqs do not 
rule out fierce individualism. G. M. Hopkins and D. H. 
Lawrence had no trouble in unitinq these diverqent 
modalities, and neither does Heinlein. 
Heinlein's optimism is important . Dorothy Fontana 
wrote a Star Trek episode, "Charlie X," which is also about a 
human, orphaned shortly after birth, who had been raised by 
a very advanced alien clvilitation. Charlie was qiven 
"powers" by hio; quardians in ore. to survive. He, too, can 
make thinqs "not;" he too has enraordinary psi powers. But 
Charlie cannot adjust to human society; he was not tauqht 
how to think loqica lly . Of course, Charlle is seventeen 
years old; he is a confused adolescent; the parallels are 
made clear. Mike, on the other hand, was twenty-five when 
he was rescued. Star Trek occasionally subordinates 
rationality to emotion; Heinlein never does. Althouqh 
Franklin sees a "nonsensical confusion between thinkinq 
'better ' in the sense of more skillfully, and 'better' in 
the sense of more morally," (95) Heinlein's reasoninq is 
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so nd . I n ~he P lo~ inian sys~em. ra~ionali ~y is iden~ i fied 
w: ~h God. and ~hereby wi~h morali~y. He i n l e i n a so makes 
Mi ke's powers ~he resul~ of l ogica l ~hough~--no~ 
i nexplicable gif~s. 
To correc~ly in~erpre~ S~ranger. an awareness of ~he 
power of ~he in~e lligence i n Heinlein's program is 
essen~ia l . Mike can work "miracles" because he ~hinks 
be~~er. Mike es~ablishes a discipline to share his 
knowledge wi~h others . Righ~ ~hinking necessarily i mp l ies 
r i gh~ ac~ ion, since ac~ions are consciously chosen. 
strong. ra~ional individuali~y frees each ~o empa~hize more 
c l osely wi~h others without compromising the self. Mi ke 
becomes a god because he, and everyone. has the potentia l 
for rationality within him all along--an idea close ~o the 
Plotinian concept of d i v i rationali ~y . Thu s this comp l ex 
work i s based on so i d. l ogical precepts about the power of 
~he mind. and the way in which science and religion become 
one. If the Chr i stian mind cannot yet unders~and what a 
proper view this is. ~he Christian cannot blame Pythagoras, 
Pl ato, Ar is~otle. P lo~inus . or Heinlein. 
CHAPTER FIVE: OTHER IMPORTANT WORKS BY HEINLEIN 
"I have left in lies and unlikely stories on the 
assumption that the lies a man tells tell more truth about 
him--when analyzed--than does 'truth'." 
---Time Enough for Love (xii) 
Heinlein has written a number of short stories and 
novels which are often overlooked, or dismissed as nonsense. 
Many of these stories contain elements of Plotinian thouqht 
which fit consistently with the re.t of Heinlein's work. 
The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress is qenerally considered 
the last of Heinlein's "qood" books. Miller and Smith 
characterize the novel: 
This novel suqqests th t individual freedom is a 
Run·ival value, and t ., plot involves the 
revolution of freedom-lovlnq colonists on the Moon 
aqainst the authoritarian rule of Earth. A 
principle character, Professor De la Paz, defends 
a version of anarchism aqainst the Marxist-leaninq 
heroine, Wyominq Knott, in an arqument that 
students find far more clear and consistent than 
exsmple. drawn from the traditional philosophic 
literature. (10) 
This arqument comprises chapter six of The Moon Is a Harsh 
Mistress. Professor de la Paz asks "under what 
circumstances may the State justly place its welfare above 
that of a citizen" and "Under what circumstances is it moral 
for a qroup to do that which is not moral for a member of 
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that group to do alone" (63). The professor then explains: 
"It is the key question.. A radical question that 
strikes to the root of the whole dilel1llla of government" (63). 
This novel is centrally concerned with the question of ideal 
government, like Plato's Republic, and the action consists 
most l y of argument. Heinlein's novels since 1960 tend to be 
rather long on mental action and short on physical action, 
partly because of plot constraints. Heinlein, however, 
seems to be more concerned with presentinQ a messaQe, of 
provokinQ thouQht in these novels. Since he continues to 
use protaQonists who are very intelliQent and very 
opinionated, plot development tends to take the form of a 
Platonic dialogue and storytellinQ. Lazarus LonQ explains 
in Time Enough for Love: 
I did not hesitate to use fiction in 
teachinQ them. Fiction is a faster way to Qet a 
feelinQ for alien patterns of human behavior than 
is non-fiction; it is one staQe short of actual 
experience. • • • and I recall another teacher 
who used parables in puttinQ over ideas. 
(176-177) 
So, the amount of dialectic in The Moon Is a Harsh 
Mistress is important in understandinQ's Heinlein's later 
works, and his concern with ideal Qovernment is particularly 
manifested throuQh his intelliQent, competent, elite 
leaders. 
Another important point made in the novel is explained 
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by Ketterer: 
We can now see precisely why the Professor's 
"long-ranQe plan" "was based on destroying old 
catapult" (p.297)--literally in order to prevent 
further grain shipments to Terra, but symbolically 
in order to signalize the destruction of that old, 
closed mental system involving a dependency on 
Terra. Now a new world of mind, a closed mental 
system totally disconnected from Terra and 
symbolized by the second computer and the second 
catapult head, can take over. (155) 
Heinlein seems constantly concerned with developing new, 
improved ways of thinkinQ. A corollary is Heinlein's 
emphasis on lanQUage. Rose notes: "In both Stranger and an 
earlier short story, "Gulf," a new streamlined (but also 
richer) lanQUaQe must be learned • • " (49). Heinlein 
dislikes closed minds. Although Heinlein is an enQineer, he 
leaves open the possibility of psi phenomena, and other 
types of "maQic" in his work. In Tir;oe Enough for Lov 
Heinlein writes, "one man's 'magic' is another man's 
engineering. 'Supernatural' is a null word" (250), In 
Waldo, Lost Legacy, Magic,Inc., and Mathusalah's 
Children, Heinlein explores societies which are based on 
"magic." Lazarus attempts to explain the dictinction between 
science and magic to a computer: 
What is "magic"? ..• (Computers) are more maQical 
than any 'magic' in fairy tales, and it does no 
good to say that you are a product of science, 
rather than maQic, in speaking to kids who have no 
idea what is meant by "science"--and I wasn't sure 
that the distinction was valid even when I was 
explaining the distinction. In my wanderinQs I 
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have run across magic many times--which simply 
says that I have seen wonders I could not explain . 
(176) 
Heinlein is obviously concerned with the world of "mystical" 
experience and the necessity for improved mental activity. 
Other important aspects of Heinlein's program are 
found in this novel. First, he is concerned with manners; 
his protagonists all recognize the importance of honorific 
behavior. A love for learning is also critical. Like other 
Heinlein protagonists, Professor de la Paz taught 
anything--even if he didn't know much more than the student 
did. The Professor would stay a few lessons ahead, or would 
locate a new teacher--and continue to learn with his student 
(24). (Many Heinlein heroes have a string of degrees after 
their name; many simply read a great deal about everything.) 
Finally, in The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress, ~~ Professor is 
nominated as king. This fondness for the philosopher-king 
type of rule is also indulged in Time Enough for Love, as 
are all these other elements. 
Panshin complains that Heinlein's characters are all 
the same. But this is not surprising in a philosophic 
novelist, and all the characters do have individual 
personalities. Mike Smith in Stranger in a Strange Land 
and Mike the computer in The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress share 
a number of traits in addition to the same name, just as the 
novels develop many similar concepts. In both novels, humor 
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i s suqqested as a necessa r y componen t of "humaness." Both 
Mikes must deve l op a sense of humo r i n the process of 
becominq humani ~ed. Both cha r acters assume the name "Adam" 
at some point in their development. Both wrestle with the 
nature of fict i on, thouqh 
distinction more readi l y. 
he computer catches on to the 
Heinlein's description of Mike 
the computer could also fi t Mike the Stranqer: "He was the 
weirdest mixture of unsoph i st i c.ted b.by and wise old 
man •••• no human re.r i nq, no experi.nc. in human sense--
and more stored d.t. th.n • pl.toon of g.nui.e." (11). 
s.lf-.w.r. computers .re • common f •• tur. in Heinl.in'. 
r.c.nt novels. Heinlein h ••• ch.r.cter in Th. Moon I. a 
H.r.h Mi.tre .. explain I "P.ycholoqi.t ••••• rt it happen • 
• utomatic.lly when.ver • br.in .cquir •• c.rt.in v.ry hiqh 
number of ••• oci.tional p.th.. C.n't .ee it matter s whether 
p.th. are protein or pl.tinum" (8). Time Enough hlr Love 
h ••••• If-.w.re comput.r, Minerv., who elect. to beoome 
human . Th. per.on.lity of Ath.na a •• ume. the functions of 
t he comput.r. Dora, the ship's comput.r is also self-aware. 
This is .n import.nt link to Plotinian id.oloqy. Even 
thouqh Min.rv. qives up some thinkinq abi lity to become 
hum.n, she .lso frees h.rself from the "body" of a mere 
machine, and finds new expression as a human . Kent notes 
th.t Marti.nu., a medi.val Neoplatonic writer, also 
i dentifies Minerva (and Apollo) with Nous (l3). 
Heinlein's style al.o reflects his own emphasis 
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on orderly thought-- a Plotinian value. Rogers complains 
that Time Enough for Love "is written in a moderately 
realistic manner with little attention paid to metaphorical, 
rhetorical, and literary techniques" (Olander and Greenberg 
227). Rogers is confused. The stories told by Lazarus Long 
are all thinly disquised allegory. According to the Holman 
Handbook, the Aristotelian concept of rhetoric was "a manner 
of effectively organizing material for the presentation of 
truth, for an appeal to the intellect through speech" (380). 
Rhetorical criticism examines the el_nts "employed by 
the author to impose upon the reader the author's view of 
the meaning" (Holman 380-381)1 Heinlein is too often accused 
(especially in this novel) of being too didactic. Letson 
(in Olander and Greenburg) correctly states: 
I can offer a view of the book as a car etully 
constructed, consciously didactic, phi l osophical 
novel that deals with important ideas which 
Heinlein first investi;ated in earlier works and 
attempts to integrate in Time Enough for Love. 
(195 ) 
Letson is not alone. In "Lazarus, Come Forth from That 
Tomb!" Christopher insists that Time Enough for Love 
belongs to Northrup Frye's anatomy class of fiction: 
"extroverted (i.e., dealing with society) and intellectual 
(Le., dealing with it in terms of ideas" (191). 
Christopher continues: "Further, Frye says that the short 
form of the anatomy is the dialogue. Just as Plato's 
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Republic i s a fairly long example of this 'short form,' so 
also are the first 466 pages of Time Enough for Love" (192). 
Parkin-Speer complains that Time Enough for Love is another 
step down in Heinlein's decline bec.u.e ch.racteriz.tion and 
plot are sacrificed to the did.ctic" (221). Lewi. said th.t 
that wa. the way it should be in science fiction (108-109), 
and it is certainly proper in the philosophic novel. 
Parkin-Speer continue., s.ying th.t Heinlein "ha •• pp.rently 
forgotten wh.t a writer cannot .fford to forget--po •• ibly 
enlightening ide.s mu.t be bal.nced with ple •• ure for the 
reader" (222). P.rkin-Speer h ••• pparently forgotten th.t 
enlightening ide.. .re the be.t form of entert.inment to the 
intelligent, cre.tive per.on. Heinlein'. ph.nomenal •• 1 •• 
record continue. to .uqq •• t th.t hi. public .gr .... 
Although m.ny critics comol.in of the orgi _ t L.zarus'. 
colony of elite thinker., they iqnore the f.ct th.t everyone 
is intelligent, .nd they iqnor. the nightly intellectu.l 
discu •• ion.. E.ch night, one per.on is design.ted 
'stimulator' .nd .n import.nt i •• ue 1. di.cu.sed by .11, 
.uch a. the di.tinction ~tween heredity .nd environment in 
chapter fourteen. Obviou.ly, Heinlein use •• kind of 
Platonic di.loque to deliver hi. entert.ining me ••• qe. 
The .tyle is not the only Pl. tonic influence in Time 
Enough for Love. Laz.ru. expl.in. th.t long life i. 
important, but hi. emph •• i. is on intelliq.nce (397). 
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Heinlein is clear in his Plotinian condemnation of 
stupidity: 
Stupidi ty cannot be cured with money, or throuqh 
education, or by leqislation. Stupidity is not a 
sin, the victim can't help beinq stupid. But 
stupidity is the only universal capital crime, the 
sentence is death, there is no appeal, and 
execution is carried out automatically and without 
pity. (246) 
Lazarus Lonq is wise, even thouqh he objects to the label. 
In his lonq life (over 2000 years), he has practiced more 
than fifty professions, has been almost everywhere, and has 
seen more than any other man. In many respects he resembles 
Wallace Stevens's "impossible possible man."l Because of his 
10nq life (and qreat proqeny), nearly everyone livinq is his 
descendant. This reflects Plotinus's emanation theory, as 
does Lazarus's return to his childhood, his mother, and the 
place he was conceived . This journey, acc~ i s hed via t i me 
travel (a philosophic concept, not a scientif ic one, but 
none-the-less a staple of science fiction), is reminiscent 
of the need to return to the one, the Nous in Plotinus's 
ideolO9Y. Inqe explains that for Plotinus, "Soul resembles 
the hiqher principle in beinq irres tibly impelled to 
create--to create after the imaqe of its own creator" (34). 
Kent notes that for Martianus, "the universe is a qreat hall 
of memory, full of symbolic fiqures and personaqes. Now, 
there is always the possibility of walkinq throuqh that 
hall more than once, or steppinq back and takinq another 
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look" ( 33 ) . 
The Number of the Beast-- is also dismissed as 
frivolous, but it too reflects aspects of Plotinus's 
philosophy. Franklin characterizes the novel: 
.• the very heart of The Number of the Beast--, 
animatin9 all its disparate parts, is the theory 
that fiction, whether realistic, scientific, or 
fantastic--is just as real as anythin9 else. And 
the operatin9 principle of this theory is that 
reality itself is a kind of fiction, the creation 
of the solipsistic mind, 
Hilda speculates about the theory as a form of 
science based on the notion that "human thou9ht 
exists as quanta" ••• (ch.33). We are discoverin9 
them in the process of discoverin9 an ontolo;ical 
truth that most ficitonal characters are never 
permitted to learn. (206-207) 
Heinlein may be characterized as solipsistic, but it is just 
as possible to describe him in terms of Neoplatonism. If 
ideas (forms) can emanate from God and eventually be~ ~ 
matter, and if God is rationality, then it seems that a 
hi9hly rational creature can perform a simi liar action. 
Nous itself is a kind of solipsistiC mind. Inge explains 
Plotinus's view: 
The laws which the scientist thinks that he finds 
in nature are the work of his own mind, which 
notwithstandin9 finds itself in those objects 
which are its own image, and more remotely the 
image of its own Author. (34-35) 
This shrewd idea is extremely close to Heinlein's l09ic. 
Franklin's analysis of this novel is perceptive. 
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Libby announces that she has been "wholeheartedly 
converted" both to "Jake's six-axis plenum of 
universes to the awful Number of the Beast" and to 
Hilda's pantheistic multiperson solipism , and 
declares that together they "constitute the 
ultimate philosophy: science, religion, 
mathematics, art, in one grand package" (ch. 44). 
• . . All the essential elements of the 
apocalypse appear in The Number of the Beast--: 
• . . the faithful elect are saved and go to abide 
with their creator[s] in a new heaven and new 
earth [utopia]. Above all, apocalypse means 
revelation. 
The single chapter comprising that final 
"L'Envoi" is entitled "Rev. XXII:13." Some may 
find this a bit presumptious, for Revelation 
XXII:13 consists of this declaration by Jesus 
Christ: "I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and 
the end, the first and the last." Heinlein is 
here intimating that the ultimate creator--not just of one universe but of all the alternative 
universes is the creator of fiction. (Perhaps this 
accounts for the unusual exclamation in the midst 
of the characters' discussion of Heinlein: "'My 
God ••• I''') Scripture is interpreted to 
support this deification of the author •••. 
This varient of solipsiam not only deifies 
authors, but also places at the highest pinnacle 
in the pantheon of authors the creator of the most 
i maginati· .. e fiction, 6such a . The Number of the 
seast--, with its 66 altel h dve unIverses. (209-210) 
Aristotle, of course, said poetry was more philosophic than 
philosophy because it could imagine ideal states. Inge 
provides the Neoplatonic view that Spirit is creative: 
By an inner necessity of its nature, it [Spirit] 
must produce a world after its likeness. God is 
thus the Author of Nature, in the same sense, 
nearly, in which a man might be said to be the 
author of his own photograph [or novel]. (32) 
Thus Heinlein's theories of solipsistic creation of 
fictional worlds are sharply related to original creations 
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of Plotinian ous: ny genu ine power of creation is in some 
sens e identica l with the original power of creation: and 
fictions of one stage can become truths at another. 
These , then, are some o f the items noted in this 
rather loose sampling of miscellaneous works b y Heinlein: a 
heavy stress on cerebral action and dialogue at the expense 
o f plot and character: an emphisis on an elite intelligentsia, 
an interest in magical and occult phenomenons which might 
have a scientific basis: an interest in the pure logic o f 
artificial intelligence as it beco~es conscious and humanized: 
an emphasis on teachers, and learning: a plain style behind 
which allegories are on parade: pointed didacticism: the 
theme of stupidity as the ultimate sin: the idea that human 
thought coming from fictional regions can go on to have a 
Nous-like "real" shapinq power in the actual world: and also 
some names (like "Minerva") which have Plotinian color . All 
of these interests of Heinlien can be seen as adjuncts LO a 
general plan analagous to that of Plotinus: bringing mankind 
h igher and higher to rational laws and theories in an elitist 
mode dominated by scientific realis~, yet friendly to 
mystical and spiritual upper levels, and sharply challenging 
to Christian programs. 
CHAPTER SIX: SUMMARY: THE HEINLEIN PROGRAM 
"Despite the crapehanCjJers, romanticists, and 
anti-intellectuals, the world steadily CjJrows better because 
the human mind, applyinCjJ itself to environment, makes 
it better." 
--Robert A. Heinlein 
The Door into Summer (158) 
The claim that Plotinus may be relevant to the Heinlein 
proCjJram has been explored. AlthouCjJh it is difficult to 
state an author's position on anythinCjJ merely on the basis 
of what his characters have to say, it seems clear that the 
ideoloqy repeated in Heinlein's many stories resembles 
Neoplatoniam. Some readers may still be skeptical. In the 
liCjJht of what has been said about Heinlein, it would be 
informative to consider nine core beliefs of Plotinus as 
they are formulated by Reese. 
Reese states his first point: 
(1) The system of Plotinus can be viewed either 
fron the standpoint of the individual person 
cauCjJht within a space-time world and seekinCjJ 
salvation [escape? understandinCjJ?) from it, or 
from the standpoint of the 10CjJical prOCjJression in 
which reality emerCjJed from a primal unity. In the 
former case, the system becomes a CjJUidebook to the 
divine, and hence a reliCjJious philosophy. In the 
second case, the system is an effort to explain 
how, out of the One, an eternal prinCiple of 
unity, the temporal order could have arisen. (445) 
Heinlein has many characters cauCjJht within a peculiar 
space-time world. His time travel stories (noteably "By His 
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Bootstraps" and "All you Zombies--") aptly explore the 
problems of a closed space-time loop. The characters are 
often left speculating about the first principle, the 
original cause. In Time Enough for Love, Lazarus Long 
finally escapes the limitations of a single time-field. In 
The Number of the Beast--, Heinlein introduces a gadget 
which allows travel along any spacetime continuum, and his 
characters explore literally thousands of possible 
universes. 
Resse's second premise is as follows: 
(2) The One is the undifferentiated divine out of 
whose being the other elements of reality are 
derived by emanation. The emanation, lo;ical 
rather than temporal, occurs due to the refulgence 
of the original principle. (445) 
Heinlein proposes in The Number of the aeast-- that 
universes are generated by fiction writers. who in t 
generate fictional writers, who in turn generate more 
universes, ad infinitum. Heinlein writes: 
If you read it correctly it's all in the Bible. 
'In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was 
with God, and the Word was God.' Could 
anyone ask for a plainer-itatement of the 
self-evident fact that nothing exists until 
someone imagines it and thereby gives it being, 
reality? (508) 
Of course it is entirely possible that Heinlein is indulging 
in a marvelous joke, that he does not for a moment believe 
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his own theory, but it has often been said that any writer's 
characters are merely extensions of himself. Heinlein's 
description of author a. creator suggests that from one 
great mind can spring all of creation, and this theory 
sounds simi liar to Plotinus's--though it ha. a modern tilt. 
Reese makes his third point: 
(3) The initial emanation is that of the 
Nous or Intelligence. This is the realm of 
fOrms of Plato. The Nous i. a reflection 
into multiplicity of ~eternal unity, and it 
continues to exist--a. does everything 
else--through the power of the one. (445) 
Heinlein ha. made it clear that he doe. believe in the power 
of intelligence. As far a. "mutiplicity of the eternal 
unity" is concerned, Heinlein writes in the Notebooks of 
Lazarus Long (Tt- Enough For Love): "'God .plit h1maelf 
into a myriad parts that he might have friends.' This may 
not be true, but it sound. good--and is no i er than any 
other theology" (347). Heinlein often expresses disapproval 
of philosophers and theologian., but he attempts to an.wer 
many of the same question. in his own stories, and he ha. a 
Nous model. 
Reese explains a fourth point of Plotinus's system: 
(4) The second emanation is that of the World 
Soul. This is a principle of life and active 
intelligence. It exist. in contemplation of the 
Nous. And like the demiurge of Plato the 
forms become the pattern. of its creation in the 
space-time world. That world is, in point of 
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fact, its inner existence, since the world soul 
contains the world as its body. Time is the 
record of the world soul's attempts to embody in 
matter the fullness of eternal and infinite bein;. 
(445) 
This is merely an expansion of what has been already said. 
Heinlein'. exceptionally intelli;ent, wise Old Ones 
(Martians) do little except contemplate art and wisdom. 
Slusser correctly notes: 
Martians are basically Platonists: they always 
deal in shadows. For Heinlein, however, phy.ical 
contact i. necessary to maintain the ener9Y of 
life. Man al.o has a .piritual level, and Mike 
finds that the force within him contains nothin; 
alien, but derive. from man himself. (30) 
Ree.e says "forms become the pattern. of its creation in the 
space-time world" (445). Aqain, this sounds like the 
univer.e. that Heinlein .u;;e.ts are created by fiction 
writers. .. record of the 
world soul's attempt. to embody in matter the fullness of 
eternal and infinite bein;" (445), one i. reminded of the 
often repeated phrase "Waitin; Is" from Stranger in a 
Strange Land. "Waitin; Is" su;;e.ts that with the 
fullness of time, ri;ht action, proper events, and knowled;e 
itself will be manifested. This aspect of Heinlein's novel 
thus matches this point of Plotinus. The .oul moves toward 
fullness of knowled;e. 
Reese's fifth point i. about the nature of evil: 
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(5) The final eman.tion in the .erie. i. that of 
matter it.elf which, devoid of form, i. the 
clo.e.t .pproach to non-being. The evil in the 
world, .nd the evil in man, are viewed a •• 
nece •• ary concomit.nt of the material principle. 
(445 ) 
Neither Plotinu. nor Heinlein .ugge.t. th.t matter, in and 
of it.elf, i. evil. For Plotinu., evil may be found in 
m.tter only bec.u.e matter i •• 0 f.r removed from the Nou., 
the One, the origin.l .ourc.. Thu., evil i. f.r aw.y from 
the .ourc. of pur. knowledg.. H.inl.in .ugg •• t. the .&me 
id.a. H.inl.in writ •• "Evil i ••••• nti.lly .tupid" ("Gulf" 
62). Evil i. thu. equated with non-int.llig.nce, .nd .g.in 
H.inl.in .nd Plotinu •• eem in .gr .... nt. Evil i •• matt.r 
of ignor.nc •• nd di.tanc. from light. 
R •••• at.t.a the fifth point: 
(6) Ma~, th.n, combinin hima.lf the mat.ri.l 
.nd apiritu.l ord.ra, i . n an uncomfortabl. 
poaition. H. h.a • longing for the .t.rn.l form. 
.nd for the on., .nd y.t h. ia caught within. 
body. Th ... ana of hia liber.tion ia 
contempl.tion, int.ll.ctu.l .nd apiritu.l .t one •. 
Furth.rmor., the liber.tion may require more than 
• aingl. lif.time. (445) 
H.inl.in .g.in par.ll.la Plotinu.. In hi. Science Fiction 
in Dimen.ion (97) P.n.hin remarka th.t "H.inl.in ha.n't 
di.pl.y.d unhe.rd-of-power. to ua •.• " 
P.nahin l.t.r compl.in. of ju.t th.t, Heinl.in i. 
con.i.t.nt. In "Gulf" H.inl.in •• y. th.t "Supermen .r • 
• uperthink.ra; anything .l.e i •• aid. iaau." (45). T.n 
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years later he expressed the same ide. in Stranger in a 
Strange Land. Ash explains: 
• Michael Smith is not in .ny sense a 
mutant. He h.s simply be.n t.U~ht by his 
Marti.n par.nts how to r •• d min • .nd to .x.rci •• 
other innate abiliti •• --. te.chin9 which he i. 
able to tran.mit to hi. follower.. (141-1421 
Mike i. out ah.ad r.tion.lly, ju.t •• Plotinu •• nvi.ion •• 
Slu •• er .9r.e.: "Mik. inform. u. th.t hi. r.li9ion i. one of 
work •• nd individu.l .ccompli.hment. Th. pathw.y to 
s.lv.tion is • willl1n9n ••• to l •• rn Marti.n" (271. Thu. 
s.lv.tion, or "liber.tion," involv •• l09ic.l thou9ht. It 
took the wi.dom of La&.ru. Lon9 combined with the computer. 
Minerv •• nd Dor. to fir.t develop the e.c.pe of tt..-tr.vel; 
J.ke Borrou9h. thou9ht lon9 and hard before he developed hi • 
• p.c.-time machin.. Plotinu.' •• u9ge.tion th.t •• v.r.l 
lif.time. may be n.c •••• ry to s a lv.tion 0 • n beth.r. 
critic., but H.inl.in, u.in9 the .cience f ie i on.l tool of 
extr.pol.tion of medic.l technology, .void •• ny hint of 
r.inc.rn.tion. Wh.n man c.n live hundred. of y •• r., it has 
the .ame .ff.ct: an incr ••• e in wi.dom .nd und.rst.ndin9, 
which i. the critic.l matter for both Plotinu. and H.inl.in. 
R.e •• continu •• : 
(71 Plotinu. finds .vid.nce of the One diffu.ed in 
the world of our experience. The .xi.t.nce of 
anythin9 wh.t.ver requir ••• unity of p.rt.; .nd 
this unity c.n cone from no other .ource th.n the 
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(8) Similarly, the Plotinian analy.i. of beauty i. 
traced to • unity of the whole. In this .en.e an 
ae.thetic ar9ument for God is implicit in the 
Ennead.. (445) 
Beauty and art are important in Heinlein'. work. "The 
Unplea.ant Profe •• ion of Jonathan Hoa9" •••• this world a. a 
cr.ation of a poor arti.t; Job: A Comtdx of Ju.tice ha. 9od. 
a. practicin9 arti.t.. Theodor. Sturgeon prai.e. Heinlein'. 
perc.ption of arti.tic principle •• Sturgeon report. that in 
"The Year of the Jackpot" the "l09ical, chrOllle-plated" hero 
i. a.ked if h. believes in life aft.r death . The hero .ay. 
without h •• itation "Th.re mu.t be. If th.r wa. n't--it 
would be ••• bad art." Sturgeon .ay., "I cannot expre •• 
to you how much I like that" (Br.tnor 111). Heinl.in thus 
examin •• the world in terms of an arti.tic cr.ation. 
Heinlein doe. not .pecifically arque that Beauty impli •• 
God, but H.inl.in'. beautiful WOIIIen are all .xtraordinarily 
int.lligent, and he almo.t deifies hi. WOIIIen. 1 
Reese'. final point i. important: 
(9) Finally, Plotinu. h.ld that the object known 
mu.t be id.ntical with the knowin9 act. Thu., h. 
offer.d an id.ntity theory of truth. If the 
, .. ....... . 
--.. _ . 
.......... - .. 
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i dentity does not exist. neither does truth. What 
truth affirms. it must also be. (445) 
This point is given particuliar expression in Heinlein's 
Stranger in a Strange Land. Perhaps the most well-known 
concept deveolped by Heinlein is "Grokking". Pielke 
explains: 
[Mike Smith's] conservativiam. or deontological 
reasoning. is such an overwhelming presence that 
it's likely to be overlooked. It has to do with 
his a);)ility to "grok." perhaps the most 
significant concept in the book. More than merely 
intuitive insight. but certainly including it. 
grokking is the aDility to empathize. to merge 
with. to become one with a per.on. o);)ject. or 
situation. The identification i •• 0 total that 
the true •••• nce of the 9rokked obj.ct i. known 
with a);).olute c.rtainty. 
Havin9 had this capacity d.v.loped in him by 
the Martian •• Mik. i •• v.ntually a);)l. to know 
ri9ht. wron9. 9004. and bad with un.rrin9 
accuracy. for th ••• moral t.rm. de.i9nat. 
es •• ntial ();)ut nonempirical) propertie.. A •• uch 
th.ir pr ••• nc. or aDsenc. mu.t be ntuit.d in .ome 
sen.e . ( 157 ) 
Heinlein al.o .u9ge.t. that there may be little difference 
between fact and fiction. Mike Smith and hi. Martian 
guardians are unfamiliar with fiction; Mike does not 
understand why he cannot talk to Shakespeare's Romeo; Mike 
cannot understand lyinq.2 "One can speak wron91y only 
by accident" (Stranger 137). Franklin suqq •• ts 
that "on Mars . • • the hiqhe.t art seems to be the 
manipulation of interplanetary r.ality" (134). The best 
example of this element of Plotinus's philosophy is 
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reflected in Heinlein's The Number of the Beast--, where 
all fictions are revealed as truth. Here Heinlein asks: 
"Who is more real? Homer or Ulysses? Shakespeare or 
Hamlet? Burroughs or Tarzan?" (509) Heinlein even titles 
chapter 34 '''--all my dreams do come true!'" (The Number 
of the Beast--). 
It is evident that Heinlein's metaphysics are similar 
to the philosophy of Plotinus. In both cas .. there is a 
scientifically oriented effort to make reasoning and 
rational imaginings the key to reality and salvation. 
Assuming then that it is valid to include Plotinian themes 
in interpreting Heinlein's essential strategy, other aspects 
of that program may be summarized. First, Heinlein's stress 
on optimism is refreshing. Optimism is necessary to any 
plan of salvation; too many contempor ry novelists have no 
such plan. Heinlein's stress on sane , hea l thy, responsible 
people who must solve problems by reasoni ng is another vital 
element of his work. Problems can be solved; this 
optimistic vision also recognizes the power of reason as a 
force which can control and shape the world. The creative 
powers of the mind assume gr eat importance, particularly in 
his more recent novels. Hull summarizes the questions 
raised in science fiction: 
The practical question of how to live, how to 
cope with our mechanization, technology, 
over-population. scarce re.ource •• pollution. 
human orneriness; this is entirely in.eparable 
from the ethical and moral i.sue. of per.onal 
freedom and responsibility. (41) 
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Hull explains that in a Heinlein novel. "Not only do we have 
humanity justifying its ways to God. but elevating the 
listener-reader to the po.ition of judge" (45). The reader 
is asked to consider carefully reasoned alternative. to 
traditional patterns of behavior. Heinlein combine. an 
appreciation of the erotic. of family, of ae.thetic., and of 
morality into an adventure of the intelligence. 
Intelligence i. the key to .urvival of the race, and of 
.alvation. Thu., a hierarchy where the mo.t int.llig.nt 
rule i. e.tabli.hed in many nov.l.. Hull .ugg •• t.: 
contrary to the mo.t wid.ly acc.pted critic.l 
theori ••• the H.inl.in .ddict re.d. hi. work, 
not in .pite of the •• r~n. Heinlein cr. • but 
actually for the plea.ure of the challen 
of con.iderIng the mor.l .nd politic.l que.tion. 
Heinlein r.i •••• 
Hull i. correct. Heinlein u.e •• pl.in .tyle and Platonic 
dialogue to present perceptive idea. about vital 
philo.ophical question.. Thi. plain .tyle .hould not be 
di.missed; it i. deceptively elegant. and ha. been employed 
by successful American writer. from Thore.u and Twain to 
Hemingway and Dreiser. 
Although Heinlein's .tyle i. int.re.ting. Heinlein'. 
idea. are mo.t important. Heinlein'. overwhelming empha.is 
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on rationality spawns his political theories, his concerns 
for family, for morality, for sex, and for survival . An 
understandin; of Heinlein's complex novels is enhanced by a 
careful relation of his pro;ram to Plotinian metaphysics. 
Just as Plotinus issued a total challen;e to Christian 
thou;ht by raisin; hi;h the concepts of Nous and emanation 
to achieve his peculiar blend of science and mystiCism, so 
does Heinlein attempt a total challen;e to orthodox thou;ht 
alon; the same lines. From Pytha;oras and Plato to Plotinus 
and Heinlein, a tradition of rational mysticism is 
manifested. If Heinlein understands that this tradition has 
a ;reat destiny in human evolution, and is indeed the 
tradition of the future, then this may be said of Heinlein: 
as a philosophic novelist, he has wisdom and true insi;ht. 
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NOTES 
Preface 
1 Robinson writes in "R. A. HI" (113), "(I know, 
on the cover of the book it .ay. The Number of the 
Bea.t, without quote. or da.h; that i. the publi.her's 
ti tie. I prefer Heinlein' •• )" So do 1. 
Ch.pter One 
1 Thi. definition cover •• lmo.t .11 science fiction; 
Heinlein •• ys to cover .11 .cience ficton "it i. nece ••• ry 
only to .trike out the word ' future'" (Kni9ht 9). 
in Gordon H.ddon Cl.rk'. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i.(Nut1ey, New j " .citin9 
K.rl Pe.r.on's Grammar of science, 24. 
3 Heinlein •• id in hi. Gu •• t of Honor Spe.ch .t the 
1941 World Sci.nc. Fiction Conv.ntion (Denv.r): 
I should •• y wh.t I me.n by the .ci ific method. 
Since I h.ve to make the d.finition in term. of 
words, I can't be a. cl.ar a. I oth.rwi .. mi9ht 
be, if I were .bl. to make an .xt.n.ional 
d.finition on it. But I mean a compar.tiv.ly 
simple thin9 by the .ci.ntific method: the ability 
to look .t what 9oe. on around you ••• li.t.n to 
wh.t you h.ar .•• ob •• rv •••• not. f.ct ••.. d.lay your jud9ement •.• and make your own prediction •. Th.t' • 
• 11, re.lly .11 th.r. i. to the .ci.ntific method: 
To be able to di.tin9Ui.h f.ct. from non-f.ct •• " 
(Pan.hin .nd Pan.hin 143-144) 
Heinlein's ide. of • "Fair Witne •• " i •• 1.0 import.nt. A 
f.ir witn ••• has total rec.ll, i. totally objectiv., .nd h •• 
d.v.loped "the cold unyieldin9 di.ciplin. of an Old on." 
(Strang.r in a Strang. Land, 145). The •• people are trained 
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in Heinlein's scientific method: 
and can collect data efficiently 
they observe everythinq. 
on which conclu.ions may 
later be drawn. 
4 Wilhelm. Nebula Award Stories. Nine. np. 
5 Athelinq. in The I.sue at Hand. 
explains: 
The lecture technique is qenerally taboo for 
fiction. especially in the hands of new writers. 
and only two science fiction writer. have 
manaqed to qet away with it and make the reader 
like it. Heinlein beinq the other. (90) 
The other is Lewis Padqett. spider Robin.on should al.o be 
included. 
Chapter Two 
1 Heinlein i. often accu.ed of bein9 a 
.olipsi.t, he refers to the philo.ophy in almo.t every novel 
since Stranger (the one exception bein9 'ridaV). 
In Stranger, In one of the dialogue. set n hiaven. a 
senIor angel note. that Mike's name "has been scratched on 
the Millennial Solip.ist Tourn~nt ... (but) ~ e is 
one of the most eager Solip.i_ playe • in the a ",tor " 
( 284) • 
2 Heinlein write. in Kni9ht ("Science 'iction: 
Ita Nature, Faults and Virtue.") that Socrates'. 
A~oqia i. a major influence (28). This i. the only 
t HeInlein directly cite. a Gr .. k philo.opher a. a major 
influence, althou9h he refer. to Plato and other. in hi. 
storie.. Samuel R. Delany .u9ge.t. in hi. "Critical 
Method.: Speculative Fiction" (Clare.on 278-291) other 
influence.: 
part of the my.tical opt1mi_ that 
pervade. .0 much of SF i. a product of a proce •• 
that we can .ee in the endinq of Shaw'. Man and 
Superman, TWain'. MY.teriou. St~nger. • . 
Poe'. Eureka, a proce ••• harea .uch SF cla •• ic. 
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as He in le in' s Strange r in a St r ange Land. (281) 
However, plato and Aristotle called for the new man, the man 
who comes from shadow into light, the superior man: thus 
voices such as those o f Shaw and Twain derive f rom r.reek 
concept s. References to Twain are prominent in Heinlein's 
work. 
Chapter Three 
1 If God is perfection, then He cannot change, since 
that change would imply a move away from (or more toward) 
the ideal state of perfection. 
2 Another example would be as radio waves. Close to 
the source they are sharp and clear: as the receiver gains 
more distance from the source, the signal becomes weaker. 
Chapter Four 
1 As in the wisdom literature tradition, where 
proverbs of right behavior and knowledge are presented, 
there is a literary framework around the principle material 
of the work. The principle materials of each frame are 
dialogues wherein the issues of the tales are raised. The 
dialog'les themsel ves are highly str~ctured. In the cp ing 
of Heinlein's Job and the Biblical Job, the hero is 
described as a good, pious, righteous man. A " j oke" i s 
played on each Job; there are conversations in heaven 
between God and "various others." The Satan--a title meaning 
"the Accusor," not a personal name--appears in each. The 
same questions are raised in each: "Can man know God?" "If 
God is God, can he be Good? If God is Good can he be God?" 
"Can God be God is he is not omnipotent?" The price of 
self-respect is also examined. It is important to note 
Heinlein's full title: Job: A comed! of Justice. 
The nature of comedy la leeling olncongru i ty followed by a 
sense of well-being is one adequate definition) and the 
nature of Justice (a restoration of order, the way comedies 
alwa ys end) is carefully explored in Heinlein's novel Many 
of Heinlein's other novels (especially Time Enough for 
Love) can fit nicely into the wisdom literature 
tradition . 
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2 Th is may be a subtle allusion to Plato's a l legory , 
or it ma y s impl y be a demand of the story . (In Red Plane t, 
Heinlein has Martians living underground.) Mars 1s also 
described as a land o f the dead in Red Planet and Podkayne 
o f Mar s , s ince the Martian civilization is dying. Kra f t 
re f ers to the -visionary force of Plato's image of the 
un i verse i n the Myth of Er, that distanced contemplation of 
the soul in the country of the dead- (36). 
3 Cansler notes: 
Call it the art of "realism- or whatever, Heinlein 
states the concepts the story is based on so 
simply and factually that even though they are not 
facts at all the reader accepts them as such. 
When Heinlein wants to show that Mike can control 
his body to such an extent that his heart hardly 
beats, he does not bog down the story with 
implausible mishmush--he merely shows Mike with 
his body under control. (950) 
Liquor also has no effect on Mike, unless he wants it to 
(Stranger 392). 
4 Mike is at first upset when he walks on qrass, 
until he learns that grass is happy when walked on, that it 
is their "proper being" (65). This idea sound like 
Plotinus , who writes: "Those ~hat deny the haPr ' l ife to the 
plants on the ground that they lack sensation r e r eally 
denying it to all living things" (41; 1.4). 
5 Mike emphasizes that his discipline is not 
relig ious: 
Let's say it's not a religion. It is a church, 
in every legal and moral sense. But we're not 
trying to bring people to God; you can't say it in 
Martian. We're not trying to save souls, souls 
can't be lost. We're not trying to get people to 
have faith, what we offer is not faith--but 
truth--truth they can check. • • • But they have to 
learn Martian. That's the hitch--finding people 
honest enough to believe what they see, willinq to 
work hard--it is hard--to learn the lanquage 
it must be taugnt in. The truth can't be stated 
in Eng lish any more that Beethoven's Fifth can 
be. (330) 
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Heinl e in explains that Martian has no word to match any of 
nine d i c t i o nary definitions o f "relig ion." He emphasises 
that "it was not possible to separate in the Martian the 
human concepts: 'religion,' 'philosophy,' and 'science' 
(133). I t was also not possible for Plotinus. Jubal 
Harshaw remarks a gain and again that he had no idea what the 
true faith might be, that even the most lazy, 
anti-intellectual, tasteless religion might be the one true 
faith (134). Harshaw also says, "I've never inderstood how 
God could expect his creatures to pick the one true religion 
by faith--it strikes me as a sloppy way to run a universe" 
(120). 
Jubal also say s: "The only religious opinion I feel 
sure of is this: self-awareness is not j ust a bunch of amino 
acids bumping together I" (349). As for the Martian Old Ones, 
J ubal thinks "it is pious poppycock, suitable for enriching 
lawns," and any 'faith' is "intellectual laziness" (180). 
J ubal explains that only reading kept him from becoming a 
prescher--he lost his ignorance (230). In many respects 
Jubal is a more interesting character than Mike. 
Mike explains his own difficulty: 
But Jill, there are only three places to look. 
5cience--and I was taught more about how the 
universe ticks while I was still in the nest than 
human scientists can yet handle. So much that I 
can't talk to them, even about as elementary a 
gimick as levitation. I'm not disparaging 
scientists. What they do is as it should be: I 
grok that fully. But what they are after 
not what I am looking fo r ..•. Then 
ther e's p~ilosophy--supposed to tackle every thing. 
. . . All any philosopher comes out with is wha t he 
walked in with--except for self deluders who prove 
their assumptions by their conclusions •••• So 
the answer ought to be here [.in religion) • . • • 
only it's not. (295-29wr--
6 In fact, this attitude is clear throughout almost 
all o f Heinlein's books. Friday is the only book (out of 
nearly fi f ty) where the protagonist engages in homosexual 
behavior: it is also the only book where the protagonist 
engag es in a sexual relationship with a casual partner. (I 
except the unusual I will Fear No Evil, where the 
protagonist has undergone a brain transplant and has the 
body of a female and the brain of a male. Although this book 
is generally agreed to be Heinlein's worst, it is consistent 
with his program, for he examines the relationship between 
spirit, mind, and body.) 
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I n Stranger, J ubal tries to j usti fy Mike's 
sexual behavior, e ven though personall y , j ubal dislikes it: 
Geniuses are justifiably contemptuous of lesser 
opinion and are always indifferent to sexual 
customs of the tribe: they make their own rules. 
Mike is a genius ••.• One god alone splits 
into at least two parts, and breeds, not just 
Jehovah--they all do. (350) 
Parkin-Speer realizes that Heinlein's point is "that 
phy sical love is both good and healthy" (216). 
Atheling complains that Mike's teachings have "no 
visible use at all for custom or morality" (The Issue at 
Hand 73). He is wrong. The water sharing ceremony, the use 
~operhonorifics between brothers, and the sexual fidelity 
within be nest indicates a great respect for custom. 
Of Heinlein characters, Slusser (The Classic Years) writes: 
The orginization of the various secret societies 
in early Heinlein stories reminds one of the 
Puritan Church of our founding fathers. Within 
these groups, emphasis is always placed on 
covenantal relationships. Strangely, none of them 
is the least bit anarchistic--one might suspect it 
of rugged individualists. On the contrary, 
members are ever careful to establish and observe 
to the letter, all kinds of binding sacraments. 
The ending of "Gulf," in fact, shows hero and 
heroine completing ~heir "mission impu s ible" with 
a marriage ceremony . They say their ws (a third 
listener acts as "witness-) as doom rushes upon 
them. What matter is death do them part at once--
a memorial marker is erected onthe spot to 
preserve their union. The pragmatic shaping power 
o f the forms had become the important thinq, far 
more than any mystical core they once may have 
had. (7-8) 
7 Kraft gives his source as Cos. 2.8.28, p.Sl: trans. 
Wetherbee, 109. 
Chapter Five 
1 Heinlein and Stevens each explore the concept 
o f ma j or man from a slightly different approach, but they do 
a g ree on the primary characteristics of ma j or man: 
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fictional, wise, ethical, a culmination of the culture of 
man, a fiction worthy to be invested with divinity. These 
two writers also suggest that the universe is ruled--in some 
part--by the pleasure principle. Stevens does this in "The 
Emperor of Ice Cream," Heinlein in various comments by 
Larazus Long and Jubal Harshaw. 
Chapter Six 
1 In Issues at Hand ("Cathedrals"), Atheling comments 
on Heinlein's reverence of women: 
Heinlein supplies no on-stage orgies, no 
anatomical details, and no washroom graffiti, nor 
does he even adopt the pornographer's device of 
treating a woman solely as a sexual object; 
indeed, his attitude is about as far toward the 
opposite pole as it is possible to go, short of 
Barchester Towers. I choose my example carefully, 
designedly, specifically reverent--and this very 
reverence has produced the most forthright and 
far-out treatment in the whole industry of science 
fiction, guaranteed to turn bluenoses positively 
white. (69-70) 
Although Atheling is referring specifically to Stranger in a 
Strange Land, his assessment aprlies to all of He~ 'ein's 
fIction. Heinlein's heroines are all beautiful-- ethe~ they 
are particularly pretty or not. They are all very 
i"tplligent--oumher one io the;.r chosen profession. They 
are all as COftlpetent as t:he heroes, sometimes more 
competent. For some bizarre reason, feminists are outraged 
at Heinlein's treatment of women. This may be because all 
of Heinlein's heroines are happy being female, and they are 
very interested in marriage (to the right male) and in 
having babies. Heinlein's women are also secure enough 
in their self-esteem that they can humor the male ego. In the 
Notebooks of Lazarus Long (Time Enough for Love), Heinlein 
explains that ·Women are not property, and husbands who think 
otherwise are living in a dreamworld· (245). Heinlein also 
writes: 
Whenever women have insisted on absolute equality 
with men, they have invariably wound up with the 
dirty end of the stick. What women are and what 
they can do makes them superior to men, and their 
proper tactic is to demand special privileqes, all 
traffic will bear. They should never settle 
merely for equality . For wome n, "equality" is 
a disaster. (250) 
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Heinlein, in EbEanded Universe ["The Happy Days Ahead 
(~er the Rain wi)") develops a scenario with a woman 
president. She makes great progress in straightening out 
the mess the government is in. He even proposes that all 
men be kicked out of legal and political practice and 
replaced by women. Heinlein obviously admires the female 
principle. 
2 Mike is not totally naive; neither is Heinlein. 
When one of his "water brothers" declined Mike's offer of a 
gift, Mike realized that "while water brothers spoke rightly, 
sometimes they sopke more rightly than others" (228). 
Though a brother would not lie, a brother miqht not always 
be cognizant of all the facts. Furthermore, politeness 
is as much a part of Mike's discipline as any other church. 
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